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Monetary Crisis Ou t  of Control 

April 10 (IPS) - u.s. multinational corporations and com
mercial banks, in collusion with the Federal Reserve Bank 
and the State Department, stage-managed an open political 
war on leading European currencies this week. ·  By the af
ternoon of 4pril 9 heavy central bank support operations 
notwithstai)ding, the British pound and the Italian lira 
plunged to record low levels. 

This new round of currency raids and forced devaluations 
goes beyond short-term looting schemes to maintain day-to
day dollar debt claims on $90 billion in such debt - the chief 
purpose of previous assaults . The latest assault is  primarily 
a .political wrecking operation against the governments of 
Western Europe which have failed to enact the austerity 
measures and fascist reorganization dictates of the Wall 
Street financial community. 

"There has been no economic agreement reached on 
domestic austerity in France or elsewhere in Europe,  
clamored a State Department spokesman for European 
affairs. "The fai lure of political will in Europe to domestic 
strictness," he warned, "will have its consequences in the 
market." By inflating costs of imports and debt service such 
devaluations are intended to maximize existing financial and 
economic chaos and make it impossible for governments to 
rule except by recourse to "crisis-management" fascist 
government. 

Accelerating Dollar Crisis 
The immediate backdrop to this battering ram against 

Europe is the acceleration of the dollar crisis which traders 
expect to reach critical mass by late Apri l .  However, the 
currency attacks provoked by the Atlanticists ' own actions 
turned into a feeder operation for the collapse of the dollar 
itself. Multinational corporations that liquidated pounds for 
dollars then dumped the proceeds for stronger European 
currencies. Only heavy support operations by the Federal 
Reserve Bank, running into the billions , prevented an all-out 
panic .  

The U.S.  Federal Reserve Bank last week absorbed 
billions of dollars "by every means at its disposal and in 
near record amounts in the latest statement week ,"  to 
prevent a full-scale collapse of the U.S. currency. The scale 
of the Fed's  action last week is  a sure signal that the dollar 
has now fallen victim to Atianticist strategy of implementing 
police-state austerity in Western Europe via forced currency 
devaluations - a policy whose intent was again a few extra 
weeks of life for the U .S .  currency. 

The U.S. Federal Reserve statistics for the week ending 
. April 8 reveal that the bank absorbed an astonishing $9.2 

bi llion through the sale of its holdings of Treasury and 
government agency paper. In addition, according to a 
foreign exchange source at Manufacturers Hanover, the 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York was intervening 
throughout the week on the dollar 's  behalf with very large 
purchases of U .S .  dollars for West German marks . 

These extraordinary moves by the Fed have hardly ef
fected the glut of unwanted dollars now circling the globe in 
search of a rate-of-return bearing investment outlet. By the 
end of the week the dollar continued to weaken against the . 
Japanese yen, deutschemark and the Swiss franc . Similarly, 
short-term interest rates on both the E urodollar market and 
stateside - continued their weeks long downward slide . The 
Fed 's  action signal that the dollar-based international 
monetary system has now entered its terminal phase. From 
here on the Atiantic ists either have to resort to straight jack
boot fascism, or, failing that, must embark upon a course of 
hyperinflationary money-printing to m aintain the sanctity of 
the $800 billion debt overhang for a few more weeks. _ 

At current depressed interest rate levels, that have made 
savings deposits a more attractive investment than Treasury 
bi l ls, the U .S .  Treasury is unable to s imultaneously market 
its debt and maintain the solvency of the U.S. banking 
system.  The foreigen central bank market has dried out due 
to eroding reserves positions of these banks.  Meanwhile, 
private banks, facing rollover pressures and large deposit 
withdrawals ,  can no longer purchase Treasury paper. The 
Fed cannot tighten the Fed Funds market to make 
Treasuries more attractive since that would create a 
catastrophe for cash-starved New York banks with their 
enormous soft loan portfolios. This leaves direct Fed pur
chases of Treasury paper as the only available option to deal 
with the situation - an option which will  have devastating 
consequences for the dollar at a time when the world market 
is already flooded with unwanted U . S .  green backs . 

While the Fed was absorbing$!l.4 bil l ion last week by 
dumping its holdings of government paper, the ten weekly 
reporting Nev: York banks lost a whopping $7.255 billion in 
demand deposits as the 28 large dealers in government paper 
drew down on their accounts to purchase the paper. This sent 
these ten banks , in turn, running to the Fed Funds market to 
borrow $3.614  billion. Despite this ,  their exc�ss reserves 
dropped by an average of $90 mil lion per day. Any further 
operations of this kind by the Fed wil l  leave the New York 
banks extremely vulnerable to a full-scale panic withdrawal. 

All this leaves the U .S .  Treasury in a situation broadly 
analogous to that of the bankrupt British Treasury . Faced 
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with the situation where i t  could no longer market i s  own 
paper a little more than a month ago, the British government 
was forced to resort to debt monetization which resulted in a 
5 per cent increase in the country's marrowly-defined money 
supply. The British government, currently faced with a $ 1 3  
billion annual deficit, is  now printing the  money it needs to 

. make up for what it cannot sell in the form of Treasury 
paper. • 

Underlying the collapse of the dollar is the basic illiquidity 
of the dollar and the sectors closest to it .  Namely, the 
Eurodollar market's big annual rollover coincided with the -
collapse of the dollar. The New York banks have shipped $1 
billion or more per week abroad for the past several weeks 
-creating at least $15 - $20 billion s of new Eurodollar 
" liquidity." This "l iquidity" acts against the dollar. Since 
the last Wall Street engineered run on European currencies 
last month, the Fed has been following in the schizophrenic 
position! First, it must pull out the stops to liquidity; then as 
was shown by its operations this week it  must pull out the 
stops to destroy the liquidity it has just  created. The space of 
time between these two operations is diminishing to the point 
of simultaneity, thus every action that the Fed takes is 
tending to further undermine the dollar and other currencies 
within the "dollar area ." The fact that an identical process in 
underway in the sterling area merely accelerates the dollar ' s  
disintegration. 

The continuing speculation in foreign. currencies - a 
process which results in a further freeing-up of dollars on the 
market also accelerates the dollar collapse. As billions of 
dollars worth of short and long positions are taken in non
dollar currencies, the covering of short positions and going 
long on others results in massive increases in the overall 
aggregate dollars held by the banking system. To the extent 
that central banks dump dollars to protect their currencies -
<the Bank of England which has spent $ 1 . 1  billion in March 
and $600 million this month from its wholly borrowed 
reserves) - this once again adds to the dollar liquidity pool. 

Given the vulnerability of the dollar then, and with the only 
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avai lable alternatives for Wall Street to postpone a collapse 
of their empire being outright fascism or printing press 
hyperinflation , the last thing the Japanese and West German 
central banks should be doing in supporting the dollar. The 
Bank of Japan has supported the dollar through purchases of 
$350 million dollars over just the past two days , while the 
West German central bank, the Bundesbank, bought a 
s ignificant portion of the $300 mil l ion EEC (European 
Economic Community) Eurobond that will be channeled into 
Italy with murderous conditions attached. 

A foreign exchange trader at a major West German bank, 
commenting on the latest Wall-Street provoked assault on 
European currencies this week said, " This currency crisis 
will only result in a monetary blowup by Easter, but what can . 
we do. " A former advisor to Chase Manhattan Bank chair
man David Rockefeller who is  now with a Wall Street firm, 
compared the crisis to one particular onslaught of German 
tanks during WWlI which he somehow managed to "muddle 
through:" A spokesman for the Ball-Harriman-Rohatyn 
Atlanticist faction and aide to Big MAC cheif Felix Rohatyn 
admitted that the current crisis of the dollar was comparable 
to that of the sterling but added: " We will  work out some 
form of debt moratorium for the Third World only when there 
is a full-blown crisis that would force everybody to act. Not 
before . "  

I t  i s  precisely this criminal stupidity o n  the part of such 
people that finally leads them to accept the Hitlers and the 
Rockefellers who at least are willing to act decisively. 
Wilhelm Marx, a partner at the investment bank of Sal Op
penheim, Jr., in Frankfurt, West Germany, after first ad
mitting that "Europe is not prepared to coordinate economic 
and conj unctural policies." dictated by Wall Street, looked 
forward to plague-carrying rats from Mandalay, Burma, 
solving the dollar crisis .  Commenting on the threatened 
worldwide spread of plague from Burma, he said' "Perhaps 
epidemics are the only solution to overpopulation. It 's a 
biological fact, "  adding, " men need self-control . . . nature can 
help . "  

European Governments Hit  the Rocks; 

U.S. To Impose Argentine Solution 

April 1 (IPS) - The unceremonious dumping of the leading 
Atlanticist heads of state in Western Europe emerged this 
week as a major topic of private and public discussion in high 
Atlanticist circles in Washington this week. While the New 
York Times carried an undisguised obituary for West Ger
man Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, State Department sources 
report that state is now conducting studies on the shape of 
"post-Giscardian France." 

As Wall Street sees it , the leading Atlanticists Schmidt and 
Giscard, despite their intentions, have proven their incap
ability to " cut the mustard" on austerity enforcement and 
are now targetted for early removal. The U.S . policy for 
Europe now is the extension to all of Europe of the National 
Security Council sponsored "Agnelli Plan" for fascism in 
Italy: the mere national sector pacesetter for the "Argen
tienization of Europe." Under this U . S .  policy for Europe, a 
process of "destabilization" operations modelled on the last 
year's chaos in Argentina will culminate in the early im-

position and consolidation of Schachtian strong-man regimes 
in  every significant European sub-sector. 

Under the "Argentinization" scheme,  the'intended victim 
country or region is  put through a wringer in which Atlan
ticist operatives engage in maximizing the sens� of despair 
and hapless mess in the population around the weekly height
ened horrors of total economic collapse.  Parallel to this ,  
arises an exponential increase in Atlanticist "special opera
tions" to engulf the victim in a rampage of engineered social 
chaos and terror. 

. As the hideous outcome of the Argentine "experiment" at� 
tests, these operations act to create, in the absence of 
programmatic opposition, a political vacuum, achieving the 
thorough discrediting of all political institutions associated 
with bourgeois  democratic forms of government. 

Requiem For a Leaderless Group 
The Atlanticists' "Argentinization" goals are absolutely 

incompatible with the continued existence of parliamentary 



regimes in Europe. Authoritative Atlanticist house organs 
like the New York Times, the controlled West German press,  
as well  as the U.S. State Department, have already ex
pounded publicly - in advance - their obituaries for the re
gimes of Schmidt, Giscard, Britain' s  Callaghan, and Italy's 
Moro. Loyalty and slavishness to the U.S. by Schmidt et al. 
count for nothing in the eyes of crazed, desperate, Rocke
feller-Kissinger. 

The New York Times obituary for Helmut Schmidt is ex
emplary for its candor as to why Schmidt must go: 'Schmidt 
is no longer seen as leader for Europe ... he's very depressed 
... turning inward,' and, " Bonn (Schmidt) can no longer 
make Italy and Britain enforce the necessary (austerity) 
·measures." On the same day, April 8 the West German press , 
led by the Frankfurter Allegmeine proclaimed in banner 
editorial headlines; "It's All Over For Schmidt." By April 10, 
the Times rubbed the message in with an editorial announc
ing that Schmidt's days are numbered because of "tensions 
in West Germany's  ruling Social Democratic-Liberal (FDP) 
coalition." The scenario for a Bruening-style national unity 
government then concludes by predicting an FDP walk out 
and a resulting Grand Coalition between the Social and Chris
tian Democracies. 

The treatment that Schmidt is now receiving from his 
masters has a distinct deja vu quality. The last time that a 

'loyal West German Atlanticist puppet - namely SPD chair
man Willy Brandt - was sacked on account of higher Atlan
ticist circles ' considerations , the exact same type of press 
campaign was waged. Willy was then portrayed as a "de
pressed, despondent, Chancellor." The same type of 
destabilization pperation that brought Schmidt in - is now 
sweeping him out. . . 

The current Atlanticist b litz by Her Majesty ' s  press m BrI

tain against the newly installed Callaghan Labour Party 

government falls within the same fr�mework. The. Callaghan 

government - as its budget empha�lcallY concretlze.s -. c�n

not and will not implement austerity beyond certam hmlts 

due to its tle'avy Trade Union Council-weighted cabinet com" 

position. Such limits are totally unacceptable to Rockefeller, 

Kissinger et . aI. , to whom moderation in austerity is 

anathema. 

Following the announcement of Callaghan's budget, all hell 
broke loose. The extreme rightwing Daily Express de
nounced the government as "fascist," as did most other 
papers.' The London Times warned of "al l-out class war by 
the fall," adding ttlat " Britain is now totally ungovernable." 
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AtIanticist maneuverings paralleling the press blitz cohere 
with that last observation. 

. 

The Labour Party, through recent deaths and resignations 
of Labour M.P .s  in rather curious circumstances, is now in a 
minority in the House of Commons. In the wake of Labour's 
lost majority, Atlanticist spokesmen for the opposition Con
servative and Liberal Parties announced they would under
take the following operations to render the Callaghan govern
ment inoperable: 1 )  Move to block passage of all  Labour 
legislation 2) In accordance with House of Commons rules, 
unseat the Labour Party from stewardship of parliamentary 
Committees. 

Let France Rot 
The National Security Council and the State Departmenet 

are all agreed that Giscard is " a  dead horse who is no longer 
a reliable agent." A Wall Street Journal feature has already 
summed up who the Atianticist replacement for Giscard will 
be; "Socialist Party leader Mitterrand looks more and more 
l ike a Prime Minster." 

In the immediate sense, however , as high State Depart
ment and CIA sources have admitted, GaulIist strength and 
Mitterrand's  lack of effective control over "his" party and 
base, preclude the "Mitterrand option." CIA Vice-Director 
Vernon Walters at a recent top-level meeting confirmed that 
the Atianticist immediate orientation is to stick with agent 
Prime Minister Chirac' s  fascist austerity, slave-labor re
cycling schemes. Atlanticists thoughts can be paraphrased 
thusly; 'For now, let France rot with what we've got - Gis
card-Chirac." Letting France rot is a policy of Argentiniza
tion. Let it rot until it 's ready to be remolded under a final 
Schachtian regime. 

In terms of modus operandi, there is nothing new or or
iginal in the NSC's  "Agnelli Plan for Europe" that was not 
present in the prolonged "controlled destabilization" opera
tion that cleared the path for the Nazi Videla regime now 
following International Monetary Fund genocide dictates in 
Argentina. The same m.o. was operative in the 1945-1948 U.S. 
financiers' "turnip winter" forced starvation policies 
towards post-war Europe, from whose outcome the existing 
satrapial relationship of Western E urope to the U .S .  At
lanticists emerged . Aside from the 'time differential '  in
herent in the U .S .  "AgneIIi Plan" for E urope, as compared to 
Argentina which would telescope the Argentinization process 
to mere weeks - the fundamental, overriding distinction in 
the Agnelli Plan from earlier " models" lies in devastating 
and irreversible implications - fascism, probable nuclear 
war, certain ecological holocaust - should it  succeed. 
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Commodity Swindle Peddled by 
UNCT AD Head for Nairobi Conference 

April 8 (lPS)-A high official of the United Nations C(lm· 
mission on Trade and Development is  retailing a "com· 
modity price stabilization plan" designed to sabotage 
discussion of debt moratoria at a key international meeting 
next month. 

UNCTAD 's  Secretary-General Gamani  Corea told 
newspaper interviewers this week that the so-called "in-' 
tegrated program for commodities" would dominate nego
tiations at the "lINCT AD IV" conference next month in 
Nairobi ,  Kenya. Previously, Third World leaders and lINC
TAD officials planned to use the Nairobi international 
meeting to force the issue on debt moratorium for the Third 
World .  But Corea, whose interview appeared in a supplement 
to four Atlanticist dailies in Europe,  insisted, "The most 
important issue is commodities.  This has been the focus of 
UNCTAD's work for the past 18 months ." 

By retailing this commodities hoax, Corea is playing on the 
stupidity of Third World nations to wreck chances for the 
crucial debt issue to be raised at the Nairobi meeting. A 
right-wing Sri Lankan official who joined UNCT AD after his 
austerity policies came under fire in 1972, Corea is using his 
position as a leading Third World spokesman to convince 
developing countries to accept the sort of suicidal " deals" on 
the commodity issue that U.S .  Undersecretary of State 
Charles Robinson is quietly telling them may be forthcoming 
from the U .S .  Saboteur Corea can get away with acting as 

lspokesman for the Third World at Nairobi and elsewhere 
only because of the cowardice and vacillation of the rest of 
the developing nations. 

Divide and Conquer 
According to the " integrated commodities program , "  the 

richer countries would contribute $3 billion to a central fund 
which would support commodity prices and thus increase the 
earnings of Third World commodity exporters .  

A high Treasury official ridiculed the scheme. "There are 
already $20 billion or so in commodity stocks" due to the 
collapse of industrial demand for raw materials, Assistant 
Secretary of the Treasury John Bushnell pointed out. "It  
would 'take more than $2 bil lion to stabilize copper prices 
alone. " Bushnell insisted that the United States delegation to 
the Nairobi conference next month will torpedo the com
modities plan. 

In addition, Europe, Japan, and some Third World coun
tries oppose the commodity swindle ,  which would raise the 
prices they pay on commodities in order to pay the Third 
World's debt service to international banks.  The State 
Department's hints that the U .S .  would support plans to jack 
up commodity prices provoked protests from the Western 
Europeans , a Treasury official said. 

But many Third World governments are swallowing the 
commodities approach out of terror and stupidity. Financial 
observers report that the banks are following a policy of 
tossing small amounts of new credit to the Third World in 
order to keep Third World countries competitively wrangling 
with each other. "If UNCTAD called a meeting of the Third 
World on the debt problem now, nobody would come, "  
Treasury official Bushnell chuckled. " They'd all b e  afraid of 
looking like basket cases and not getting any new loans." 

The International Monetary Fund estimates privately that 

the Third World wil l  have to out roughly one-third of its 
imports, including food and other necessities, to pay debt 
service this year. Asked whether ThirdWorld.governments 
could survive this level of austerity, one Third World 
diplomat said firmly, "We know we can't . " What will you do 
about it? he was asked� " No comment.'i 

Crawl for Nothing 
At a meet ing in Washington last week attended by senior 

State Department and Treasury officers and private 
bankers . both sides agreed that the Third World would walk 
out of Nairobi without a cent of U . S .  money,  no matter how 
low UNCTAD officieals crawl. Treasury officials have 
gleefully described the way negotiations with the Third world 
have dragged on for months , leaving the Third World im· 

,
potent and divided. 

Commodity Swindle 
U.S .  banks and corporation are already using long-term 

"pay-as-you-go" deals with Third World countries on raw 
materials to obtain at least partial payment on the Third 
World's $200 billion foreign debt. American banks lent an 
unprecedented $732 million to the Philippines, which is under 
the Wall Street political thumb, during the first quarter of 
this year. U .S .  sugar refiners have proceeded to lock up 
virtually all of the Philippines'  sugar exports for the next five 
years as backing for these loans . 

In a related move, Brazil's creditors have instructed that 
country to buy up Angola's entire coffee stocks , some 800,000 
bags.  thereby creating a world coffee shortage and ar
tificially propping up world prices . This will allow Brazil to 
keep up with payments on its $25 billion foreign debt at the 
expense of coffee-drinking workers in the advanced sector. 

The bulk of new bank lending to the Third World is being 
"collateralized" against commodities" in this way, a source 
at Lehman Brothers investment house confirmed this week. 
The elite weekly Money Manager noted in its latest issue that 
lending to the so-called "middle and lower-income" category 
of Third World countries - that is ,  the most bankrupt 
countries which bankers ordinarily would not touch with a 
ten foot pole - "inexplicably" soared in the first quarter of 
1976; total Euromarket credits to these countries is already 
at the level of lending during the whole of 1975. "There is cold 
reasoning behind the outwardly dangerous lending to im
poverished lands , "  Money Manager comments in another 
article. " for example, Chile, Brazi l ,  and Peru have the 
highest foreign debt in relation to their exports . . .  But each of 
them is rich in raw materials . "  

Meanwhile. the precipitous decline o f  the pound sterling, 
and the potential collapse of the U . S .  dollar, has caused 
speculators in London and New York to drive the price of 
copper, tin, zinc, lead, coffee, and cocoa skyhigh. London 
copper prices rose 25 per cent over the last month. Reuter's 
index of commodities traded in London has j umped to the 
highest level since the speculative hey-day of Spring 1 974. 

This run into commodities,  while helping to momentarily 
prop bankers ' Third World debt holdings ,  actually portends 
the collapse of the entire U .S . -dominated world monetary 
system.  
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Consumer-Led Recovery Fal ters 

Even some of the most optimistic of the capital ist 
economic forecasters are now conceding that what they had 
dubbed the "consumer-led recovery" is drawing to a close; 
the erosion of personal income is taking the steam out of 
consumer spending . The worry is that it wi l l  be fol lowed by a 
purely speculative inventory boom - if the banks wi l l  
finarfce i t .  

As this  newsletter has consistently documented, there 
never was a real economic recovery , but merely a sl ight 
upturn in production . This was based a lmost entirely on the 
auto and auto-related industries ,  which was in turn based on 
consumer installment credit ,  the stock market bubble and 
similar artificial props. Analysts are now recognizing that 
the alleged take off of consumer spending is faltering. The 
fraudulent statistics on personal income show that there is  no 
basis for a continuation or increase of the current sti l l  
depressed levels of retai l  sales . 

Early last week, when Wall  Street finally thought about the 
implications of the teamsters settlement, the chief economist 
at one of the large New York investment banks noted that 
what he referred to as the consumer-led recovery was 
Quickly petering out '- something he had expected would 
happen last September. The "speculative phase of the 
recovery, " he announced, was about to begin. Corporations,  
fearful of inflation, shortages, and bottlenecks in the 
production process, are going to run up production , he said, 
despite the tapering off of final demand. The source said he 
was concerned that this ominous tendency would not be 
contained because of the election year politics .  He cited the 
Ford administration's  decision to acquiesce in an "in
flationary settlement" of the Teamsters strike, rather than 
take the political risk of confronting the working class head 
on. 

Even Ford's  own economists are now cautioning against 
over-optim ism about recovery and are anticipating an up
ward trend in the consumer price index. Counci l  of Economic 
Advisor ' s  head Alan Greenspan's recent attacks on the 
Humphrey-Hawkins "Full Employment" legislation as in
flationary are an expression of this worry . On the other hand , 
Greenspan. the man who has sounded the call  on inflationary 
trends personally was in the position of having to pronounced 
the Teamsters settlement "acceptable" at the beginning of 
last week . It  is very clear that his remarks were made with 
White House and campaign offic ials holding a gun to his 
head. since the settlement exceeds by a long shot what 
Greenspan regarded as "dangerously inflationary" less than 
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a month ago. 
The Teamsters settlement together with uncertainty about 

New York City and New York State were enough to send 
j i tters through the stock market last week and send it 
plumetting. (The market lost 5 per cent of its value over the 
week.) The fact that the market i s  so vulnerable."news" has. 
already caused analysts to report that the recovery is too 
"tenuous" to support the market at its current level .  Two 
weeks ago. these same analysts had touted the rise of the 
Dow-Jones above the 1000 mark as evidence that the 
recovery was here to stay. 

Retail Sales Level Expected to Fall 

The latest issue of Citibank 's  monthly Economic Letter 
says that the recovery in the first Quarter was "too fast to 
last . " Based on the discrepancy between 17 per cent 
seasonal ly  adj usted rate of increase of retail sales between 
February and November and the 10 per cent rate of increase 
in personal income over the same period , Citibank's 
economists conclude that the retai l  sales rise cannot be 
sustained. Citibank's  economists also noted that "The abrupt 
slowdown in the growth of the labor force is probably a 
function of the technicalities of seasonally adjusting the data 
rather than of the actual behavior of j ob seekers" : more bad 
news for final demand and the recovery in  general .  The 
Citibank report fails to note several other key factors : the 
scal ing down of income maintenance programs such as 
umemployment insurance, food stamps ,  and welfare will add 
to the down turn in consumer buying. Anyone who thinks 
that 1975 tax rebates will provide the needed boost to retai l  
sales is  forgetting that most households have already spent 
those anticipated rebates; some banks have even made 
consumer loans against those rebates. 

The reported 17 per cent rate of increase of retai l  sales. 
which continued in the month of March, merely reflected an 
increase over last year's unprecedented lows .  The sales have 
continued to be concentrated in auto. The seasonally ad
justed rate of domestic car sales recently moved up to bet
ween 8.5 and 9 million from about 7.5 in the second half of 
1975; however these numbers are deceptive: sales have been 
conspicuous ly concentrated in the large, expensive models ,  
the top one third to one quarter of consumers. When the stock 
market comes tumbling down. which wi l l  happen the 
moment interest rates begin to rise, the auto boom will  be 
over. 
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Consumer installment credit, including the new five year 
variety is the other prop which has held up the auto market. 

. Without it, auto sales would have collapsed months ago . The 
growth of consumer installment credit slowed in February , 
according to the latest Federal Reserve Board statistics ,  but 
the $1 . 1 7  billion seasonally adjusted advance was still well 
above the $843 million average monthly increase recorded in 
the fourth quarter of 1 975. The financial press interpreted the 
figures as indication that consumers are more willing to go 
into debt to buy cars. 

Capitalists Scrap Unprofitable Capacity 
Capitalist financial analysts have given up hope of a surge 

capital spending in the second-half of 1 976. In fact, cor
porations are stepping up the year long trend of shutting 
down marginally profitable plants in an effort to improve 
profits .  S idney Fish of the Journal of _ Commerce, who 
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assiduously watches for press reports of plant closing , 
provided an update last week. U . S .  Steel ,  for example, is 
permanently shutting down its Trenton,  N . J .  p lant because it 
had become a high cost, non-competitive operation because 
of its age, the depressed market in structural steel ,  and the 
" basic steel labor pattern. "  According to Fish t!1;s trend is 
nationwide and industrywide - in steel ,  paper, tex
tiles,  shoes .  Fish is hopeful that the c losings will  be super
ceded by a new major plant investment program .  However, 
there are only contrary signs . With capacity now down to 73 
per cent and final sales flat and about to fal l  off, there is  no 
chance that corporations will expand capacity . 

What will develop , as pointed out in the report on "The End 
of Capital Investment" last week , is  an economy ridden with 
shortages, bottlenecks , and breakdowns - an economy 
which can best be compared with the collapsed Nazi 
economy of 1938-39. 

Chairman Of The Dresdner Bank On The U.S . "Recovery" 

A few sharp people hav.e long since discovered that the U .S .  
recovery i s  only so  much hot a i r .  In a speech last month , Dr. 
Kurt Richebacher, top executive of the West German Dres
dner Bank, debunked the notion that the much touted con
sumer-led " schwindelkonjukture'; (phoney recovery) has 
led to a real economic recovery. Noting that " in the sum mer 
of 1 931  there was a 'rapid' upswing world wide in the course 
of which production in the United States rose by 12 per cent 
and in Germany by 7 per cent ,"  he cautioned that, "Such a 
first burst of demand and production after a sheer drop 
should not be simply extrapolated upward as the majority of 
our economic experts feel that they are at liberty to do ." 

According to Richebacher, efforts of creating "effective 
demand" via tax rebates and related measures have not 
affected "the fundamental conditions in which the economy 
responds to the initial impulses" or " the  long term trends in 
consumption and investment. "  The Dresdner Bank executive 
shows how the increased world production in the key sectors 
of the "upswing" - chemicals ,  steel and auto - were a 
result of depleted stockpiles and delayed replacement of 
autos by people who have not yet "given up driving. " As 
Japan " which was the first industrial country tht ex
perienced an upward movement by leaps and bounds in the 
second quarter of 1 975" has already demonstrated that "the 
most massive fiscal impulses inevitably fizzle out after a 
temporary effect, " Dr. Richebacher turns his attention to the 
U .S .  economy : 
"USA: Money where are you? " 

"The United States present a case different from all others. 
Since the middle of last year we hear it shouted from the 
rooftops in all keys : upswing , upswing,  full ,  sound, normal. 
cyclical upswing . Nine in ten experts claim consistently that 
everything goes smoothly according to plan in the economy.  
What is miraculous is rather the feats of interpretation which 
recently made an American broker quote from Mark Twain 
about statistics: 'Statistics are like ladies of the evening. 
Once you get them down you can do anything you want to 
them.' 

" Let us begin with the monetary comedy. The money stock 
targets declared in May last year by the central bank have 
hardly ever been reached for a long t ime,  sometimes not 

even half of them .  A comparison of the target percentages 
with the realized one follows : 
" Look across the valley,friends 

"Now for the economic scene itself .  It is a fact that 
American industry reacted to the first demand impulses in 
the summer by immediately raising its production con
siderably, by 8 per cent since April ,  and by going on to do so 
although and after the c urve of new orders has already been 
pointing downwards for quite some t ime.  In brief, more is 
being produced and delivered than sold since the autumn. 
This suggests confidence on the part of businessmen and of 
course helps profits, but unfortunately depletes order books 
which drop from one low to another . . .  

"For most of the American experts the break-through in 
private consumption has definitely happened. They see the 
convincing omens in the rise of retai l  sales,  especially the 
outstanding automobile sales and higher consumer credits . 

"According to the cyclical logic the main motive power has 
thus been put in operation and will in turn take the other 
areas in tow. If, however, the inflation rate is deducted from 
the published retail sales the upswing since July last is 
reduced more or less to stagnation , and it should be noted 
that here and also in the consumer credits the higher motor 
car sales make a sizeable contribution. The economic 
recovery has doubtless been substantially helped by the 
beforementioned "echo effects" .  This makes at first for quite 
a few "growth percentages" .  However, whether it provides 
already the bases for a sustained upward movement will 
depend on an early revival of capital spending. This alone 
can give really powerful impulses to overall demand. 
"Key question: investments" 

"Although in the United States it is obviously investments, 
too. that are the crux of the economic weakness, the efforts to 
revive demand have so far been solely by way of consumer
oriented tax reductions . . .  

"As regards industrial investments the survey barometer 
is  at minus.  Arguing. however, that as soon as production 
rises higher profits and as a result higher investments are to 
be expected the economists glibly pass over the disap
pointing results of the surveys .  Some considerations , 
however. argue in favour of taking the connection between 
consumer demand and profits· on the one hand and invest-



i·ments on the other hand to be much more tenuous than it 
used to be. Investment deterrent par excellence are the 
excess capacities of an unparalleled magnitude. As in other 
countries industry has reached a stage where it could 
produce 20 per cent more without having to expand its capa
cities. Even higher profits do not simply help to tackle this 
hurdle. What the economists especially neglect in regard to 
profits is an important differentiation, namely between 
profits on existing plants and equipment and the prospective 
rate of return over cost of an additional increment of invest
ment that is the marginal profit rate. 
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"One must carefully differentiate betw��m these two kind� 

of profit. Whilst increasing productivity may improve the 
average profits currently being made from existing plants 
the marginal efficiency of capital may still be zero or falling: �s long as wages and �rices of investment goods obviously 
rIse faster than sales prIces of consumer goods,. this suggests 
that marginal profitability may well continue to deteriorate 
keeping the level of investment opportunities low. Thes� . 
considerations as well as the outstanding weakness of 
monetary aggregates leave, for the time being some doubts 
about the staying-power of the American upswing... 

. 

Banker's Dilemma in New York 
,. 

More than $15 billion in New York city and state debt, owed 
principally to the major New York banks, is presently 
hanging by a thread. By early next week the Emergency 
Financial Control Board, the banker controlled group that 
effectively runs the city, and the state Comptroller Arthur 
Levitt must have commitments from banks and private 
corporations across the country to buy up $2. 75 billion in 
State paper. If the package falls through, the city which must 
repay $1.26 billion in federal bailout loans in a series of 
payments beginning April 20, will be thrown into a default 
crisis. 

Pending a successful state paper sale and the state's ex
tension of scheduled revenues payments to the city, the city 
will nonetheless be faced with a serious cash-flow crisis -
figures submitted to the Treasury reveal that by June 30 the 
city's required payment will exceed its expected revenues by 
nearly $2 billion. The same day, June 30 - the day by which 
the city must have repaid the entire federal loan, is also the 
day when contracts expire covering most of the municipal 
workforce .. 

As in numerous bankrupt municipalities and states across 
the country among which New York is merely the most ad
vanced, it is not the budgetary facts and figures which are at 
issue: debt collectors face a mushrooming political crisis. At 
issue -1s who will dictate the terms and conditions of the 
'bankruptcy proceedings all recognize to be inevitable - Wall 
Street or the working class. 

Growing anti-austerity strike ferment in the working class, 
spurred by the recent tactical victory of the Teamsters and 
fueled by the spreading general strike sparked by municipal 
craft workers in San Francisco, has transformed the 
municipal political and economic landscape. Wall Street's 
austerity dictates, the Emergency Financial Control Board's 

, (EFCB) financial layoffs and budget cuts which several 
months ago were matters of executive fiat; are now flash 

, pOints for open political confrontation: 
"-

The Bankers' Demands 
A month ago the Bank of America publicly issued a set of 

"demands" to Carey and the EFCB as the condition for its 
participation in the April 15 financing operation. More telling 
than the demands themselves, a blueprint for the legal 
political submission of the state legislature to Wall Street, is 
the fact that an utterly phoney state prospectus signed by 
Gov. Hugh Carey circulated in connection with the note sale 

notwithstanding, the Bank of America this week received 
only promises and gimmicks from Carey and the EFCB for . 
its trouble. Even as the Bank of America announced its 
"agreement in principle" to buy $100 million in State notes, 
and the New York Times trumpeted the "complete'" con
viction of a top bank advisor that the financing operation 
would be a success, State officials were locked in meetings in 
Albany "trying to achieve agreement" on the conditions they 
must meet to satisfy the investors. 

The "demands" were issued at a point ·when Carey was 
wrestling with his tenuous legislative coalition on cuts 
necessary to balance the budget. Reluctant to press what 
Republican legislators would inevitably view as sheer black
mail in that context, and undoubtedly hoping that the banks 
would ease up over time, Carey did not move on the Bank of 
America demands until shortly before the deadline. 

In a late-night session last week, the bill to "segregate and 
impound" incoming state tax revenues in a special account 
for payment of interest and principle on the new debt was 
rammed through the Assembly by a vote of 86-49. It was 
finally passed in the Senate only this morning. Carey quickly 
signed it into law. 

But on the key issue of a debt moratorium, the prohibition 
of which the Bank of America had demanded be acted into 
law, Carey coUld only come up with what is reportedly an 
agreement between himself and unnamed legislators to 
"forestall" any such development. Barring the success of 
such efforts, Carey is �eportedly committed to vetoing such a 
measure. 

The value of such a commitment has been rendered moot 
by the ongoing battle over the so-called Stavisky bill, which 
would force the city to allocate a fixed proportion of its 
budget to education. The measure, which would immediately 
effect an $150 million increase in the city school budget, was 
recently vetoed by Governor Carey. At issue in Carey and the 
EFCB's strenuous efforts to beat down or buy off the 
legislators' attempts to override the veto is not the dpllar 
fjgure involved (Mayor Beame has pointed out that til will 
cut other parts of the budget to comply with such a law). The 
attempt to override implies a challenge, albeit feeble, to the 
political authority of Wall Street's debt collectors, the EFCB, 
Carey, Beame. etc. - the political authority which 
ultimately guarantees the value of the $25 billion in out
standing New York city and State debt. 

Carey and the EFCB have nonetheless been unable to enlist 
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the other municipal trade unions, with the exception of 
AFSCME District Council  37's Victor Gotbaum, in a planned 
drive to undermine the organizing done by Albert Shanker's 
United Federation of Teachers behind the measure. The 
issue will be brought to the floor once more this Monday, with 
good prospects for success ,  despite relentless efforts of the 
bankers and their political honchos to keep a lid on the 
matter. 

As of this weekend, legislative leaders have refused to 
certify that Carey's zero-growth budget is "in balance," 
another condition that the banks have demanded -
primarily because it is not! Two weeks ago, the State an· 

nounced a $1 30 mil lion dollar shortfall in the budget had 
suddenly appeared - the result of a shortfall  in bank tax 
.revenues . Carey rushed to paper over this budget gap by 
announcing in the prospectus that state income tax refunds 
would be withheld until 1978. - an administrative decision 
which infuriated legislators only discovered when they read 
the prospectus! 

Trouble With Labor 
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. The rebellion in the legis lature , however, is but a weak 
reflection of the resistence to austerity in the working c lass . 
Though the bankers and their austerity managers continue to 
make pronouncements about their plans to carry out hun
dreds of millions in cuts , more layoffs , the. abolition of rent 
control, the complete looting of pension funds, there is doubt 
within their own ranks that they will be able to carry out such 
"axe-swinging. "  As a member of the bankers' Economic 
Development Council admitted recently ,  the real political 
test is Yt!t to come, "1 figure we swept the transit thing under 
the rug until July," he told a reporter at a luncheon to discuss 
the city's problems. An acknowledged holding action and 
effective tactical retreat by Wall Street as the price of 

preventing a strike and potential political explosion two 
weeks ago, the transit settlement has yet to be either ap
proved or rejected by the EFCB.  Last week sources close to 
the EFCB had indicated that it would swiftly knock down the 
transit settlement. The Board will reportedly receive the 
Transit  Authority' s  "costing out" study on Monday, but of
ficially declines to set a date for a decision. 

On J une 30 the expiration of al l  other city workers' con
tracts and a renewed cash-flow crisis wil l  leave Wall Street 
with precious little maneuvering room.  Under those con
ditions, even a replication of the actually miserable transit 
settlement (which is the avowed minimal demand' of the 
unions) would constitute an impossible political concession 
while directly forcing the issue of bankruptcy .  

Problems With Bankruptcy 
At this point even the route of legal bankruptcy 

diligently prepared by the bankers as a last resort - invokes 
hysteria among the city's Wall Street administrators in the 
wings, 

Days after the Wall Street Journal endorsed the Municipal 
Bankruptcy Act in an editorial indicatively entitled "Getting 
Things in Place," a spokesman for the bankers told IPS " It 
would be tragic I" With otherwise unwarranted agitation he 
elaborated, "The courts can't  run the city .. .it would be 
chaos . . .  the lawyers would have a 'field day . . .  everyone would 
he running around demanding this and that . . . i t  would be 
CHAOS!" In a fit of panic he insisted, indeed, "guaranteed, "  
that the Wall Street Journal did not in fact speak for Wall 
Street! 

-Without having smashed the municipal trade unions, the 
bankruptcy route opens up nightmarish vistas for the 
bankers - not the least of which is the further devastating 
s ignal of their own political retreat such a move would signal 
internationally. 
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Rockefeller Pus hes War Policy 
as Washing ton Sits Paralyzed 

WASHINGTON,D.C., April 10· (IPS) - The failure of the 
hegemonic Wall Street forces linked Democratic Party 
patriarch Averell Harriman and investment banker George 
Ball to take decisive intiatives in the ongoing international 
economic crisis has produced a policy vacuum at all levels of 
the U.S. Government. This has manifested itself in the 
collapse of the institutions of that government into chaos and 
factional bickering. 

The Executive branch is in a state of total paralysis. 
Contradictory foreign policy directives are issued daily from 
the Ford White House and within the State Department itself. 
As several columnists have already commented, this con
fusion has already reached the point where no one can really 
tell what the foreign policy of the U.S. is on any given subject. 
Similar internal feuding has paralyzed the other depart
ments of the executive branch. 

The Congress meanwhile, is either deadlocked or moving 
at a snail's pace on all critical policy issues. This deadlock is 
most dramatically evidenced by its inability to design and 
implement the comprehensive legislative package to enfore 
the austerity measures that Wall Street - in principle -
agrees must eventually be implemented. 

This policy vacuum, has given the "invisible government" 
apparatus controlled by Vice President Nelson A. 
Rockefeller and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, the 
political maneuvering room it requires to take its own policy 
initiatives. The Rockefeller apparatus, which bypasses the 
"official" constitutional governmental machinery is again 
seeking to make its policy of thermonuclear confrontation 
and war at the earliest possible date the effective policy of a 
paralyzed U.S. government. 

Retreat from Confrontation with Labor 
. Fear of triggering a mass political strike forced a tactical 
retreat from a confrontation by Wall Street and significant 
concession to settle the Teamster strike last weekend. This 
retreat followed by a parallel settlement with striking 
members of the International Association of Machinists in 1 1  
western states and indecisiveness about what to do with a 
spreading general strike in San Fransisco. 

Today'·s Baltimore Sun reports that the Ford Ad
ministration is already backing off from a confrontation with 
the postal unions and is rethinking its opposition to increased 
postal subsidies. 

Throughout the week, White House spokesmen staunchly 
argued that this pattern of retreat was " insignificant" and 
that the Administration plans to deal with upcoming contract 
negotiations on a case-by-case basis . In the midst of the 
Teamsters strike, IPS learned this week, the labor
management director for the Department of Labor resigned 
without notice. An aide to presidential economic advisor 
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William Feidman began stuttering when briefed Aprii 6 on 
the repercussions of the Teamsters' settlement throughout 
the U. S. labor movement. Meanwhile, White House aides 
emphatically disclaimed Ford's responsibility for the 
Teamsters and lAM settlements. According to these aides 
full responsibility lies with the Department of Labor. Ford 
himself at a meeting with disgruntled Michigan industrialists 
stated "Do you know what the implications of a prolonged 
nation-wide trucking shutdown on the economy would be? " 

Meanwhile, the Assistant Secretary of Labor told the 
House Education and Labor Committee that labor's ex
pectations are too high. The only way to drive down 
expectations, he continued, is to maintain a large pool of 
unemployed workers willing to work for less on standby. Wall 
Street spokesmen admitted that they had suffered a tactical 
defeat and were retreating to better strategic position. All 
were agreed that a confrontation with labor as unavoidable 
- as opposed to the weeks prior to the Teamsters strike when 
Wall Street boasted of how it would crush the working class 
at the earliest moment, this week the bankers would not 
venture to say when the confrontation would take place. 

Congressional Confusion 
. 

Bewildered Congressmen were found wandering through 
the corridors of the Capitol this week and in one case con
fessed to "confusion" inability to think. In this state of mind 
Congress made minimum efforts to forestall ecological holo
caust but joined them with outright slave labor measures 
which will make such a holocaust inevitable. An irrational 
defense appropriation was enacted, while health and welfare 
expenditures were indefinitely postponed. 

To Ford's $135 million flu vaccination legislation, the 
Senate Appropriations subcommittee on Labor, Health, Edu
cation and Welfare attached a rider for a $1.8 billion public 
service jobs program. The rider, which stipulates $1.2 billion 
for 310,000 CITA, Title II and VI, jobs and $500 million for 
800,000 summer youth employment jobs, passed the Senate 
yesterday 61 to 7 along with the vaccination program. At the 
same time, the Senate voted 53 to 21 to indefinitely table a 
motion boosting health-care and welfare programs. 

The House, meanwhile, overwhelmingly voted up a $33.3 
billion defense authorization for ships, tanks, planes'and mis
siles, which exceeded Ford's already unprecedented peace
time request by more than $528 million. The authorization, 
which passed by a vote of 298 to 52, exceeded by $8.4 billion 
the amount for fiscal '76. The veto followed an intensive 
psychological set-up of anti-war liberals in Congress. Senator 
John Culver (D-IA), formerly a vocal advocate of limiting 
defense spending, was indused to order a study of U.S. de
fense capabilities and national security from the Library of ' 
Congress. The incentive was provided by a barrage of At-



lanticist propaganda purporting that the Soviet Union was 
outspending the U.S. on defense by 40 per cent. Culver's re
port was prepared by a staffer for the American Security 
Council rightwing think tank, and concluded that the decline 
in U.S. defense capability vis-a-vis the USSR was reaching 
crisis proportions. Culver, though he does not concur in the 
conclusions of the report, will now enter it under his name in 
the Congression Record - because he commissioned the 
report ! 

Exactly the same procedure is being followed around the 
hated Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment and Balanced 
Growth Act, with Capitol Hill offices engaged in a debate con
trolled by Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn) and the Brook
ings Institution about whether unemployment levels should 
be 3 per cent, six per cent or somewhere in between, to keep 
down wages and control inflation. 

Labor Party Acts Decisively 
Representatives of the U.S .  Labor Party have intruded 

upon the paralyzed Congress with a growing mandate from 
their constituencies to enact the Emergency Employment 
Act and debt moratorium legislation before the accelerating 
disintegration of the economy and the U.S. political insti
tutions become irreversible. 

The congressional response revealed several immediate 
points of vulnerability, the most intense being congressional 
fears of growing isolation from thier base, particularly in 
areas where mass strike ferment has broken into the open. 
The office of Rep. John Burton (D-Calif. ) broke into pan
demonium when a USLP organizer appeared to brief his staff 
on the near-general strike in San Francisco. Two aides fran
tically began searching first for the Congressman then for a 
labor aide while a secretary slumped into her chair and 
groaned, "I have a stomach ache." Other congressional of
fices in the orbit of the Black Congressional Caucus and the 
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Kennedy liberal grouping repeatedly requested this week's 
updates on Labor Party organizing strength. 

Reports from one source close to the Black Caucus also 
confirmed that the office to which he is associated and others 
inside the Black Caucus would back the Labor d�bt mora
torium legislation now under review by Rep. Ron ) )ellum� . 
(D-Calif). The effect of suc.h a move would create serious 
repercussion in the Black Caucus and contiguos congres
sional layers. 

These potential fissures in the Black caucus are also 
widened by their complete vulnerability on Rockefeller's 
present war mongering policy toward Peru and Latin Amer
ica as a whole. Rep. Harkin's (D-Iowa) office reported that 
Ted Kennedy (D-Mass) and Don Frazier (D-Minn) are in lim
ited way to an extent aware of the potential activation of the 
Rockefellers war plans for South America. Harkin and Reps. 
Miller (D-Calif) and Moffet (D-Conn) recently concluded a 
trip to Chile in which they warned that the U.S., not send 
arms to Chilean dictator Pinochet. 

These impotent gestures aimed at defusing the'Rockefeller 
designed Peruvian-Chile "War of the Pacific" scenario 
however, cannot work unless the question of debt mora
torium for Peru is also addressed by the Congress. On this 
question, the entire Kennedy-linked wing of the Congress wiJI 
act only if pressured by their working class constituencies. 

Reps. Hamilton (D-Ind), Bonkers (D-Wash), and Bingham 
(D-NY) hinted at concrete action on the "War of the Pacific" 
issue, volunteered that their constituencies were concerned 
with the precarious Latin American situation and these 
Congressmen each reported that they were considering 
undertaking investigations of the Peruvian operation. In one 
case, a Congressman personally returned the Labor Party a 
call to get a full briefing on Kockefellers activities in the 
Southern hemisphere. 
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Strategic Studies 

The Frankenstein Principle in Today's Politics 
by Lyndon H. laRouche, Jr. 
USLP Presidential Candidate 

WIESBADEN, April 6 (IPS) - Despite our profound 
disagreements with the Atlanticist faction allied to Averell 
Harriman, it has been Labor Committee policy - especially 
since the Spring of 1 975 - to forewarn leading members of 
that faction of certain kinds of developments . Although 
Harriman et al. are supporting fascist forms  of austerity for 
the advanced-capitalist sector, those forces have shown a 
semblance of rationality lacking in the Rockefeller-Kissinger 
forces on such matters as thermonuclear war and other in
sane adventures .  

For example. we  collaborated with such Democratic Party 
and also certain Republican forces on exposing the danger of 
the Schlesinger " Limited Nuclear War" doctrine and the 
NATO MC 1 4-4 policy resolution. In response to our specific 
information on certain Rockefeller moves.  key repre
sentatives of the Harriman forces then said of the Rocke
feller forces , "They're insane . "  and after independently 
verifying our information, those Democratic and certain 
Republican forces moved to reduce the danger involved. 

Although the Harriman forces initially blocked on the An
gola issue, after our organizing throughout the USA had 
created sufficient mass base for the Congressional Black 
Caucus to act against Kissinger' s Angola plans, the Harri
man forces gave certain flanking support to the effort of the 
Black Caucus . This is not to suggest that we caused the 
Harriman forces to develop policy d ifferences with Kissinger 
et al .  On the contrary, we know the Harriman faction's out
look, and therefore know where it wi l l  respond favorably on 
certain issues under appropriate conditions. 

The third notable example was our campaign against the 
danger of a February outbreak of thermonuclear con
frontation. By the first week of December 1 975 ,  our com
parison of the published scenario for a NATO thermonuclear 
escalation scenario. Hilex 75, with actual developments 
warned us that the scheduled maneuver was operational .  
rather than being a mere simulation . We verified this by  a 
computer gridding of the Hilex scenario against actual 
deployments then occurring or a lready completed. The 
scenario indicated conclusively that. supplemented by the 
Angola situation, a projected Syrian-I sraeli mil itary confron
tation in Lebanon during February would almost certainly 
escalate to an actual thermonuclear confrontation with the 
Soviet Union. 

Naturally. we warned every relevant faction of our find
ings . as well as deploying an international mobili zation 
against the war danger. As we later learned. our warnings 
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intersected other warnings concerning the dangers arising 
from the Lebanon cris is .  Several things happened in re
sponse to the combined effect on our own and other' s warn
ings . Among the reactions .  Averell  Harriman and Senator 
Ted Kennedy went on TV to denounce the dangers of con
frontation and to propose their j oint a lternative negotiations 
with the Soviet leadership. British, French and other forces 
acted along lines signalled by the White House ,  in  forestalling 
an Israeli mil itary reaction to PLO intervention in the Leba
non situation . Key forces in Israel also acted to stop the war 
danger. 

Although. for fairly obvious political reasons ,  there is now 
a general cover-up of the Hilex caper, actions were taken in 
response to our own and others'  warnings,  and the immediate 
war danger was aborted. At about the same time, Kissinger 's  
power was further reduced, but  without going the full  dis
tance to dump Rockefeller ' s  favorite Frankenstein monster 
out of the position of Secretary of State . 

Most recently ,  acting through appropi'tate indirect chan
nels , we have strongly warned the Harriman and related for
ces that a right-wing coup in Peru - now going into place -
must lead almost certainly to the outbreak of the Rand Cor
poration-designed and Kissinger-pushed " S econd War of the 
Pacific . "  Those circles ' response has been that Rockefeller is 
no longer wholly in control of South American operations . 

Such an express ion of manic over-confidence from among 
Harriman-linked forces i l lustrates the point that sometimes 
welbmeaning fools are more dangerous than deliberately 
wicked madmen. Harriman forces and certain British forces 
over-confidently imagil1e that they are rapidly getting the 
world under a reasonable degree of political control, a folly 
which points up the fact that they have failed to learn the 
most essential lessons of the experience of 1 928c 1 945 , a lesson 
which may be usefully entitled " The Frankenstein Monster 
Principle in the Politics of Crisis . "  

Adolf Hitler As A Frankenstein Monster 
Let no one make a public j ackass of himself by ridiculing 

the report of certain basic historical facts I now restate. 
Adolf Hitler 's  regime in Germany was predominantly a 
Frankenstein monster created by the fathers of the same Bri
tish and U . S .  financier-linked factions now. again, proposing 
to impose the austerity measures of Nazi finance minister 
Hjalmar Schacht not only upon Germany. but the entire ad
vanced-capitalist sector. Any person who imagines that I am 
even slightly mistaken or exaggerating in giving that report 
is either tlonestly ignorant of history or, if from among lead-
ing circles . a plain damned fool .  i 

. 

The Hitler regime was the outcome of a process launched 
from the end of 1 9 1 8 by the Anglo-American faction of the 
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Armistice Commission imposed upon defeated Germany, 
what German contemporaries of that period referred to as 
the "occupying powers . "  The leading U . S .  component of that 
operation was the National Civic Federation and the Civic 
Federations'  intelligence arm of that time, the Russell Sage 
Foundation (the same Russell Sage Foundation involved in 
the fascist Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and 
related projects today) . The key U . S .  operative for the Civic 
Federation and Russell Sage Foundation of that period was 
Hamilton Fish Armstrong , the founder of the New York 
Council on Foreign Relations .  

It is a very bad half-truth to state that the Ebert govern-
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. 
ment of Germany during late 1 9 1 8  and early 1 9 1 9  was a so
cial-democratic government. It is true that Friedrich Ebert, 
Scheidemann and Noske were formally leaders of the Ger
man social-democracy ;  however, they were also wartime 
operatives of the German intelligence establishment, and 
were all directly involved in German Eastern European 
operations during and after the war. The latter included 
political intelligence " special operations" overlapping and 
sometimes cooperating, even during the war, with the British 
Scandinavian-based network around Swedish British agent 
Branting. The most cursory glance at the gross fact of winter 
and spring 1 9 1 9  shows conclusively that Ebert et al ,were not 
based on ' the soc ial -democratic  organization,  but 
were puppets of the Armistice Commission and German Gen
eral Groener, whose immediate power base was the 
Freikorps units . Anglo-American agent Canaris was up to his 
ears in this operation, as were also elements of the Dutch 
government, the same Dutch government intensely involved 
in some other operations of Hamilton Fish Armstrong et al .  

The development of the fascist movement in post-war Ger
many, including the entry of Adolf Hitler into politics ,  was 
not an endemic German development, but German develop
ments variously directly and indirectly determined by the 
Armistice Commission and related agencies .  

Hitler came to power in the following way. 
The key to Hitier' s  rise to power was Hjalmar Schacht, 

from 1 928 onwards ,  with' backing from the fathers of today's . 
leading Atlanticists", Schacht pushed for the original version ; 
of the exact same kind of economic austerity which both the 
Rockefeller and Harriman factions, in particular, have been 
energetically pushing upon the entire advanced-capitalist 
sector. The fascist features of the Humphrey-Hawkins slave
labor bill are a direct imitation of fascist programs pushed 
for Germany by Schacht and the Nazis . 

As is being attempted today, the initial phases of Schacht' s 
fascist austerity were pushed through with the complicity of 
certain social-democratic factions . The next phase was a 
push toward de facto coalition governments of "national 
unity" - a kind of all-party combination, m inus the Com
munists, rallied around the national necessity of austerity 
measures "to produce the alleged upswing. These measures 
were in fact being pushed upon Germany by the forces of the 
still effectively-occupying powers . with the German war debt 
key to the operation. 

However. social-democratic complicity and even the 
Bruening government proved insuffic ient to maintain poli
tical control of the austerity program .  After the axis' had set
backs in the elections, Schacht went to his British and U . S .  
financier friends with the warning that their man. Adolf Hit
ler. was in danger. and that Hitler had to be pushed into 
power quickly. lest Schacht et al. lose control of the Germany 
situation. 

This  maneuver required some special assurances be given 
to· the New York-centered Je'wish financial interests - a sell
ing job which members of the New York Times Sulzberger 
fami ly  may recall with some few pangs of regret : the famous 
words of assurance were that Hitler wi l l  not actually repre
sent a threat to the Jewish community in Germany .  

With that backing from within England and New York, 
Schacht moved. with the aid of the Rockefeller-linked 
Schroeder bank. to arrange Hitler ' s  German financial back
ing and the installation of Hitler into the Chancellorship. 

The original intent of the New York and Britisb groups 
backing Schacht ' s  Hitler was in part identical with the 
motives behind the Humphrey-Hawkins bill today. It was 
also a move to develop Germany as a " marcher lord" force 
for operations against Eastern Europe and the Balkans.  Up 
through 1 938 ,  Hitler was stil l  the Atlanticists' private 
Frankenstein Monster, a creature they had developed and a 
creature they mistakenly imagined they could - like the fic
tional Dr.  Frankenstein before them - control .  . 

The Hritish and American financiers maintained that con
soling delusion up through the Wehrmacht conquest of the 
Low Countries and France. The " phony war" on the Euro
pean Western Front of 1 939 and early 1 940 was conceived as a 
mere gesture of containment in the West which would keep 
Hitler moving southward and eastward toward his assigned 
mi l i tary duties. 

During mid-1 940 the New York and London financier inter
ests discovered that their Frankenstein monster. Hitler, had 
taken on an independent l ife and wil l  of its own. Naturally, 
the fa ls ified official  histories attempt to make it appear as i f  
the Second World War was a simple continuity from August 
1 939 to the end ; the official accounts cover up the crucial 
change in a ll ied strategic policy during m id-1 940. 

This .  incidental ly .  has a hideous psychological-political 
significance for the Federal Republic and Germany today . 
1 938 through 1 945 is the only period since 1 9 1 8  during which. 
to most recollections in the Federal Republic.  Germany was 
united as a nation around a nationally-determined policy. 
That is the hideous heritage the Atlanticists have imposed 
upon a significant stratum of the German population. It is 
that hideous heritage which today' s  Atlanticist are ,  wittingly 
or not. exploiting in their efforts to consolidate the Federal 
Republic politically around support for the current 
Schachtian proposals of Europe. 

Let there be no doubt on that point.  Until the atrocity of the 
November 1975  Rambouil let conference ,  a strong plurality of 
German Federal Republic forces - Stoltenberg. Wehner, 
and Hischnick, for example - were moving toward consider
ation of an IDB-type new world economic order. Such a pro
lOB policy represents an organic expression of the urgent 
national self-interests of the Federal Republic as an indus
trial nation . During and since Rambouillet. the New York At
lantic ists and their al lies and stooges have used every trick 
of armtwisting, threats.  and psychological  warfare to at
tempt to again i m pose a Schachtian policy upon Germany. 

As Der Spiegel. the Frankfurter Allegemeine Zeitung. and 
other Federal Repuhlic journals have recently noted. there is 
a recent emergence of pro-fascist ferment among lum
penized West German youth. a phenomenon which the Ger
m an section of the European Labor Committees is able to di
rectly corroborate. Do Harriman, Ball and Kennedy, as well 
as Rockefe l ler and Kissinger, intend then to put that section 
of Germany again through horrors like those of the Nazi 
period. to he fatally fol lowed by a 1 977 influx of fifty divisions 



of Warsaw Pact armor-spearheaded forces through the Fed
eral Republic? If  Harriman. Ball. and Kennedy continue on 
their present Schachtian policies, that is exactly what will re
sult. 

The problems of today's  Federal R epublic of Germany do 
not originate in Bonn. Duesseldorf or F rankfurt. but in lower 
Manhattan. 

The Frankenstein Principles 
What the Harriman-linked forces obviously refuse to un

derstand is that the mid-1 940-1 945 horrors of World War II are 
an exact paradigm for the much more monstrous con
sequences their wicked muddling of the present will  quickly 
produce. They - or their immediate predecessors - created 
Adolf Hitler. a Frankenstein monster that ran out of their 
control . That consequence was entirely lawful. and should 
have been clearly foreseen by an informed leading c ircle 
which had not been hysterically blinded by its manic-para
noid obsession with debt collections . They are making the 
same blunder all over again . this time on a global scale. 

It is in that respect that we observe that fools.  such as 
Harriman. Ball and Kennedy. can sometimes be even more 
dangerous than calculating monsters .  They are " merely" 
hysterically determined to secure a certain type of result. 
Those insane. blind fools refuse to understand that the result 
to which they are aiming will itself set into motion forces be
yond their power to control. Of course. this is  clear to those of 
us who employ the "higher order manifolds" conceptions for 
uQderstanding the politics of crisis ; however. even for those 
who op�rate in a much cruder way. such as the Harriman 
forces. the danger ought to be clear enough. 

The same principle directly applies to the immediate dan
ger of a " Second War of the Pacific" in South America. The 
Harrimans et al. may foolishly imagine that they can control 
the situation there . They refuse to recognize that Kissinger. 
Einaudi. et al .  have already put into place a set of insti
tutionalized conditions which. at the next crucial develop
ment. will take on independent life to the point that no one 
can control the results . 

Peru 
The diabolical scheme to transform all  South America into 

a war-zone. the " Second War of the Pacifi c ."  is a hideous 
scenario devised in part by the Rand Corporation. As the 
Rand desig�ers explain this policy. the point is to decimate 
the continent in a war which has no overall military objective 
but destruction itself. with the imagined u ltimate politicat 're
suIt that the depopulated . bloodied continent can then be put 
together. like so much helpless putty. through North Amer
ican interventions. 

Chile and Bolivia are to go to war with Peru. presumably 
oyer disputed territory between Peru and Chile and Boli
vla ' s  de�and fo� an access to the Pacific Ocean. Brazil joins 
on the �Ide �f Chd� and goes to war against Argentina ; Ecua
dor �Ihes With Chli� . and so forth . In consequence. the entire 
contment plunges mto an emulation of the 1 61 8- 1 648 Thirty 
Years War. in G�rma'.ly. after which - presumably - the 
New York fmanclers pick over the remains according to their 
pleasure .  

The chief obstacle to  launching such  a horror upon Latin 
America has been. up to now, the left-bonapartist govern
ment of Peru . Although Morales Berm udez. the dominant 
military figure of the .i unta . is a traditional conservative . he 
is also .a ·patriot. who does not wish his nation destroyed ac
cording to E inaudi 's  and Kissinger 's  script. Up to the end of 
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December. the " Second War of the Pacific" was more or less 
effectively blocked through conservative patriot Morales 
Bermudez' block with the left-wing forces of his government . 

This was destabilized partially through stupid Soviet sabo
tage of the debt moratorium efforts of the developing sector. 
and through the ostensibly c lever but actually stupid real
politiking maneuvers of frightened developing-sector forces 
within the Group of 77 and UNCTAD . As a result. over the 
year end .  the International Monetary Fund and New York 
banks were able to proceed with a successive wave of puni
tive. destabilizing crackdowns on a Peru betrayed both by 
the Soviet leadership and by the cowardice and stupidity 
a mong its Group of 77 al lies . 

. To understand this process. it is useful to consider the re
cent history of Portuga. The Soviet leadership may complain 
as much as they choose against Willy Brandt et al. in this af
fai r :  it  was the Soviet majority which contributed the de
cis ive margin for the right-wing turn in Portugal .  

The crucial issue in Portugal during late August and early 
S eptember was not Soares ' forces .  not this or that general or 
colonel .  nor even the dirty work of State Department thug 
Carlucc i .  The issue was Portuga l ' s  external debt . If the land 
reforms and development pro�ram of the left was to be 
realized under existing global depression conditions . Por
tugal required a debt moratorium . 

' Then. turn directly to Soviet behavior during the UN 
S pecial Session of early September 1 975.  sitting with folded 
arms while Moynihan. Enders et al. proceeded with open 
thuggery against the developing sectors forces .  After Soviet 
non-support for the debt moratorium faction within the 
Group of 77 and UNCTAD. Portugal ' s  fate was sealed . 

This is not unrelated to even worse conduct by the Soviet 
spokesmen at the March Geneva UNCTAD meeting. where 
the Soviets acted as a wrecking-crew on the mere discussion 
of the debt problem.  thus effectively a ligning against the 
developing sector behind UNCTAD secretary general 
Gamani Corea and the Brookings Institution for the reac
tionary and stupid " indexing" chimera. (In general. this re
flects not Soviet malice against Cunha I. Peru or the develop
ing sector generally. but both the political stupidity of the 
current Soviet majority coalition and the influence of USA 
and NATO agents through such channels as those directed by 
Zagladin, Arbatov. et al . )  

Beginning with the I M F  crack-down on Peru during early 
January. the government began shifting toward the right. at 
first slowly. then more rapidly as the New York bankers , 
Einaudi, and Kissinger applied more direct pressure. Osten
s ibly,  the latest right-wing shifts directed by Morales Ber
mudez represent a naive effort on his part to contain the pro- . 
war right-wing influence of Kissinger 's  tame generals and 
colonels by dumping the " liability" of his government' s  left 
wing. In fact.  this is a blunder even from Morales Bermudez' 
own political standpoint ; by cutting off his left-wing flank. he 
sets himself up to be chopped off by the Kissinger-Einaudi 
forces .  

Once such a coup occurs. and if it is followed by an out
break of hostilities on either the Bolivian border (already 
shaping up around an alleged guerrilla issue) or on the 
Chilean border. as is most probable. the war is on, and once it 
gets underway the consequences can not be stopped. The 
Rand-Kissinger-Einaudi "Second War of the Pacific" i s .  
l ike  Hitler. a Frankenstein monster which once unleashed 
can no longer be controlled by its creators.  
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In fact, the only thing which can securely prevent such 
a war is immediate financial debt moratoria for not only 
Peru, but also Argentina and Brazi l .  Given the present re
gime and internal conditions in Argentina, the current situa
tion in Brazil, and the situation rapidly developing because of 
the New York bankers' pressures on Peru, the Frankenstein 
monster is already in place and beginning to actually stir. In 
short order, without debt moratoria to abruptly change the 
internal political-economic geometry in the c ited keystone 
countries (at least), the war will begin,  and once it gets un
derway, a process will be unleashed which can not. be stop
ped. 

H�rriman and Company may foolishly imagine that by 
moving in on the Rockefeller machine they can stop the war ; 
at this stage, the financial policies of the Harriman faction it
self will inevitably set Rockefeller's  South American 
Frankenstein into motion. As long as Simon and Company 
continue with the idiotic policies of Rambouillet, Jamaica 
and the fascist "safety net" outlook, all South America is 
hopelessly doomed. 

Not satisfied with all of South America ,  Rockefeller and 
other forces, together with the right-wing U.S. Southwestern 
tier base of Ronald Reagan and Company, wish to cause a 
bloodbath in Mexico - a country which Rockefeller forces 
have slated for the early death of thirty millions of its nearly 
sixty million inhabitants. Harriman, Ball ,  and Kennedy may 
imagine they are sane relative to Rockefeller, a point which 
is not altogether without validity. but the criminal stupidites 
of Harriman. Ball, and Kennedy are playing right into the 
same end-result as the malignant forcest of RAND et al .  have 
planned: 

The Case of George Ball 
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To put the matter in the fewest words, George Ball is an 
utter fool. On one occasion last year, Ball observed to an IPS 
journalist that he was no longer concerned with economic 
questions, but with the U.S. political situation in the develop
ing sector and elsewhere . That observation is  noteworthy be
cause it conforms to Ball's performance then and from then 
to the present time . 

.Such reactions as Ball ' s ,  while reckless follies at this time 
'are not without ample precedent and are not egregiousl; 
atypical of informed financial approaches during the present 
period. 

The leading financiers may say, for publication , that 
" debts must be honored" even before the very existence of 
the human race. They do not really mean that in the way that 
the ordinary person would understand . They mean some
thing else. 

The stooges for the leading financiers,  the Hubert Humph
reys and so forth, may denounce debt moratoria with such 
demagogic pronouncements as that they are determined "To 
protect peoples' savings , "  but Democratic Party offic ials,  
Governor Hugh Carey and Mayor Abe Beame did not flinch 
at looting the pension funds of New York State and New York 
City trade-unionists when the New York bankers demanded 
it. In fact, the same financiers, who dictate the policies of 
the pathetic Humphreys, Careys and Beames, have already 
looted the nation's savings institutions for the purpose of pro
tecting the assets of the bankers friends of both the Rocke
feller and Harriman factions. 

In fact, for those of you who imagine that you have savings 
to protect in this  connection, we forewarn you that what is 
scheduled to come down is a "Mefo bill" schemo, modelled 
on Schacht 's ,  under which your savings will be appropriated 

" in the national interest, " under an arrangement in which 
you are given a special kind of actually worthless bond, 
which can not be redeemed this side of the Pearly Gates . 
Only an hysterical child would actually believe that the New 
York bankers have the sl ightest concern to "defend" little 
peoples'  hard-won saving ! "  

The difficu lty most people have in understandin� the key 
point to be made here is a result of their ignorance of the 
basic principles of economics .  In fact ,  persons who have had 
the misfortune to pass a college curriculum in so-called eco
nomics are much more ignorant on such matters than per
sons who have only a high school education.  I refer most em
phatically to the delusion that paper holdings somehow 
represent a form of real wealth in and of themselves . The 
com mon-place blunder involved is sometimes properly 
called "fetishis m . "  

Paper - paper money, mortgages , bonds ,  savings bOOkS, 
and so forth - does not represent wealth. It  represents a poli· 
tical claim , backed by the courts and police agencies,  to ap� 
propriate actual wealth from some p erson who has such 
wealth - or is presumed to have it . Such paper wealth can be 
- and often is - created out of then air ,  so to speak. 

One of the earliest forms of such wealth was developed in 
ancient Babylon. The ruler sold the right to collect taxes to 
certain merchants - an arrangement called tax-farming, 
the role performed by the famous hated publican of the New 
Testament account. It was, incidentally,  the use of this sys
tem by the Achaemenid emperors which directly caused the 
internal decay and collapse of the Persian Empire . Through
out the history of mercanti l ism and modern capitali sm,  the 
essential form of capital has been genetically based on the 
same principle as the tax-collecting rights of the ancient tax
farmer. It is a political patent, backed by judicial and police 
force,  to collect wealth from designated individuals or kins of 
juridical persons .  

Although, from a fetishistic point, it  may appear that sav
ings books, stocks , bonds ,  mortgages and so forth are merely 
substitures for real wealth previous ly created, this  is not the 
case in principle ,  A paper title to wealth is wealth oilly to the 
extent that poliitcal institutions give such claims to collection 
or recovery political authority. 

Consider, for example, the debt of the City of New York or 
the wealth nominally prepresented by the bonds of the Port 
Authority of New York and New Jersey. Here, the power of 
the city and states to collect future taxes ,  and the states-dele
gated power of the Port Authority to collect future revenues, 
was converted into a tax-exempt free-lunch counter for prin
cipally large investors . Instead of doing the obvious, taxing 
sufficient current income to meet current capital spending 
needs .  large real-estate interests and other major investor's 
were privi leged to have their taxes kept at a lower rate then 
under a "pay as you go" tax program .  What those interest 
saved on such unpaid taxes they, directly or through their ' 
bankers and brokers , loaned to the city and Port Authority at 
delic ious rates of tax-exempt interest income. Historically, 
the current debt structure of New York City can be traced 
back to speculations of the Astors and others during the 
1 840s, to say nothing of the transit debt itself, which goes 
back to pork-barrel benefits to major financiers, such as Bel
mont, from the turn of the present century. 

The only way in which " little people" became entangled in 
such debts is through the political decision of major finan
c iers to dump portions of this worthless debt holding upon 
layers of duped small savers .  



Under conditions of depr'ession, the reality: of paper wealth 
as a mere political fictiori asserts itself in a definite way. 
Firstly, it becomes apparent that society does not have suf
ficient wealth to meet the debts and related paper claims out
standing. At the same time, to the most powerful and best-in
formed financiers , this reality leads to a definite strategy by 

. their forces . 
S ince wealth is a political fiction, the way to gain wealth is 

in the last resort to grab political power - the power to 
create instruments nominally representing claims to wealth. 
From a financier 's  standpoint, a depression recommends the 
fol lowing policy-maxims.  First, forget what stocks, bonds, 
and so forth are worth at current market prices . Prices don't  
mean anything any longer, what counts is  what percentage of 

. control one holds over corporations and so forth which might 
survive the depression. Second, since what wiI I  survive the 
depression will be chiefly settled in the realm of govern
mental policy, grab the biggest possible hunk of control over 
government. In short , the leading financiers are not funda
mentally concerned with amounts of money, and so forth ; 
their immediate policy is to hold onto and increase their poli
tical power over as much of the world as possible. 

Some thick headed flunkey, a bank president or something 
like that, may actually imagine that his masters are deter
mined to collect the actual sums on debts outstanding . Such a 
person is a fool all arout:\d, even though his employers may 
consider him a useful muddlehead to use for some of the debt
collecting dirty work or yodelling at weekly Kiwanis or 
Lion's  Club meetings . Most of the holdings of the bankrupt 
International Monetary Fund, the principal New York banks 
or the Eurodollar market are already hopelessly worthless 
as ordinary assets - and every responsible financier knows 
that to be the case. However, maintaining the political 
authority of those already bankrupt institutions is another 
matter. 

That is the gist of George Bal l ' s  outlook, an outlook which 
worked quite well during the last depression. George Ball is 
to be compared with that variety of French general who, 
from 1870 onwards , was always prepared with a winning 
strategy for the previous war. George is attempting to deal 
with the realities of the 1 970s in terms of the experiences of 
the 1930s and 1 940s . 

It is the Frankenstein monster problem all over again, as 
we shall immediately demonstrate. 

What Poor George Is Doing 
George 's  thinking on the current depression runs some

thing like this .  Forget economics for the moment. None of us, 
George privately admits, have the slightest idea of how to get 
the world out of the depression - no matter what lies about 
upswings the Brookings Institute and si I Iy Simon have man
aged to peddle to terrified West Germans, Japanese or to 
credulous developing-sector spokesmen gathered at Manila. 

If  George consults his best informed advisors in financial 
circles , they would assure George that the Labor Com
mittees' International Development Bank program would 
immediately end the depression. Those same spokesmen 
would add , however, " But the Labor Comm ittees' program 
means that we of lower Manhattan give up a major part of 
our present political power ! "  George,  obvious ly, is having 
none of that. As far as George and his kind are concerned, his 
faction has absolutely not a whiff of a competent idea for 
getting out of the depression. 

On economics, George assumes that "Maybe some of us 
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wil l  come up with a scheme for recovery some time in the fu
ture. Now, we haye to buy time, and keep political ' control 
over most of the world - in the hope that we can come up 
with something workable in the future. "  

Have no doubt that this i s  exactly what George and his 
friends know, for example, Ted Kennedy, although no genius , 
has learned from his advisors that the Brazilian model 
cooked up by the fascist economists Milton Friedman, Abba �: 
Lerner and so forth, does not work. After a good dose of the

' . 

so-called " Brazilian miracle, " Brazil today is on the edge of 
ecological holocaust and total economic collapse. S ince the 
" Brazilian Model"  is a pure prototype of Schachtian fascist 
economics ,  the only program lower Manhattan has de
veloped for this depression, George and his friends know that 
their people haven't  the proverbial foggiest notion of how to 
stop the present worldwide economic collapse - except the 
Labor Committees ' proposal, which they reject.  

George's  view is this .  Use the Schachtian fascist model of 
austerity and police-state regimes to hold things together for 
a while, long enough for us to - maybe - come up with 
something which might work . George ' s  only program is to do 
anything which might seem to maintain lower Manhattan in 
the position of world power outlined in  the Brookings Insti
tute ' s  late-1 930s "American Century" doctrine.  

George' s  pol icy makes' the Rockefeller ' s  backing and Sulz
berger 's  initial toleration for Adolf Hitler appear to be a 
really enlightened expression of respectively U . S .  and Jewist 
interests . George ignores the Frankenstein principle. It 
might be speculated that George wishes to relive the 1 930s 
and 1 940s because he failed to learn the principal lessons the 
last time he went through that course .  We decline to subject 
ourselves to his process of attempting to learn from such ex
perience. 

George and his cronies stupidly imagine that the launching 
of a Schachtian fascist economic and political order in 
Europe and the USA is only a short-term arrangement which 
could be turned off at least as readily as it is  turned on. Ball 
should ask the ghosts of Gregor Strasser, von Schleicher and 
Roehm about such matters ; fascist world orders can be sin- -
gularly ungrateful to their sponsors . 

First of al l ,  before the summer of 1 978 ,  the "temporary" 
fasc ist order George and his frinds are currently pushing 
would have almost totally destroyed the ability of the world 
to physically recover from the contractions imposed by � ·  
successive waves of  austerity - even without the probable 
general thermonuclear war during 1 977 ,  which Schachtian 
order would make virtually inevitable .  Meanwhile,  a fascist 
economic order - of the sort Hubert Humphrey is  pushing 
now - would require and produce a fascist social and poli
tical order, harder to eliminate than Hitler 's  order in Ger- . ' 
many. Once George and his friends merely introduce the 
kind of austerity they are demanding from Italy right now in 
Western Europe and the United States ,  they have unleashed 
a Frankenstein monster that nothing but a successful pre
emptive Soviet thermonuclear war could stop. 

Therefore George has been behaving as an utter fool ,  and a 
criminal fool to boot. He should stop it ,  right now. 

The Teamsters' Settlement Syndrome 
Someone close to the top layers of the current Executive is 

not altogether stupid. The settlement of the Teamsters ' 
strike, even with the miserable , concessions offered, was . 
relatively a stroke of political genius on someone 's  part. 
They made a tactical retreat for the purpose of attempting to 
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prevent the ignition of a global political mass-strike wave . 
The continuation of that pattern in the International As
sociation of Machinists settlement, and in  backing off from 

. the New York Times' insane rage against the New York tran
sit workers , shows that someone near to the White House is 
doing a bit of serious thinking. 

Whoever did that brought a slight bit of time to be used for 
imperative careful thinking things through. Will they think it 

. through properly? Could poor George Ball understand this 
after reading carefully what we have told him just above? 
Has George passed the lecture we have j ust given him? Has 
he finally learned something? 

The Teamsters ' settlement implies that there will be muni
cipal debt moratorium throughout the USA. The outcome of 
the San Francisco strike may settle this question, not only 

with the USA as a whole, but for the entire world. The impli
cation of the abrupt s light shift in policy reflected in the 
Teamsters ' settlement means that the ruling circles have 
g iven themselves no option but either to resume a crushing 
attack against labor - now, more difficult than before - or 
to move quickly toward the International Development Bank 
and the Emergency Employment Act. 

There is no other rational a lternative but to quickly pass 
the EEA through the Congress ,  if any capitalist c irc les have 
managed . to comprehend even to a l imited extent what we 
have previously written concerning the "higher theory of 
m anifolds , "  they wil l  move quickly to do this - very quickly 
- as we recommend. Once certain manifolds are entered, 
one must l ive by their specific laws . 
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World Rat Population Out  of Con trol ; 

Plague Strikes N early 1 000 in Burma 
April 1 0  (IPS ) .,.... Bubonic plague, the Black Death of the 
Middle Ages , has spread to nearly a thousand people in the 
city of Mandalay, Burma, the World Health Organization in 
Geneva revealed this week . Forty cases were reported last 
week. Unless stopped by coordinated international action in 
the next five to six weeks , these outbreaks will  be the 
beginning of a generalized irreversible breakdown of the 
earth' s  ecology. Plague will spread across the globe to New 
York, Detroit, Naples and Hamburg, emerging into a 
devastating pandemic by fall ,  which wil l  doom hundreds of 
mil l ions and perhaps the human race itself. All barriers to 
the global spread of this deadly rat-borne disease have been 
broken down by the massive increase in rat populations 
worldwide, an increase which has produced 1 0  billion rats in 
South Asia. and the overrunning of towns by rat hordes in 
Sweden, Denmark, and North Germany. 

The choice for the human race is · the International 
Development Bank or death . 

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) . the 
outbreak of plague in Mandalay is continuing to spread. and 
threatens to travel downriver to Rangoon, a major port city 
of 2 mi llion, and thence globally. In an interview yesterday.  a 
Washington-based plague expert for the U . S .  Public Health 
Service concurred. and warned that the entire Indian sub
continent was immediately threatened.  Terming the Man
dalay outbreak an "international catastrophe. " he stated : 
"An epidemic of this s ize undoubtedly means progression 
from the bubonic to the pneumonic form .  Pneumonic plague 
is much more deadly and extremely contagious and could 
easily spread to Rangoon, Bangladesh ,  India and beyond . "  
Fourteen plague deaths have been reported b y  the Burmese 
government. but this is thought to be a gross underestimate, 
since plague mortality generally runs between 5 to 20 per 
cent in treated cases and over 90 per cent in untreated cases. 

This outbreak of plague. the worst in 25 years and the first 
in an urban area is no local problem . but a warning sign of 
impending global ecological breakdown. Plague has 
historically recurred in deadly epidemic form at the height of 
economic and social crises. including the Black Death of 1 348 
in which half of Europe died. 

Plague, an infectious disease of animals ,  principally wild 
and domestic rodents is spread mainly by rats and rat-borne 
fleas .  and transmitted to man through the bite of infected 
fleas. In man. the disease is characterized by the abrupt 
onset ' of fever. headache. vomiting . delerium.  and collapse . 
Bleeding in the skin. nose. urine and gut is common. Because 
of the characteristically enlarged lymph nodes near the site 
of the flea bite, called "buboes . "  the disease is known as 
bubonic plague. 

In up to 5 or more per cent of bubonic cases . the bacteria 
spread through the blood to the lungs .  causing a plague 
pneumonia . or pneumonic plague. At the pneumonic stage 
the disease becomes highly contageous from man to man. as 
the abundant bloody sputum is teeming with plague bacteria. 
If the disease is spread through the cough-air droplet route. 
this results directly in primary pneumonic plague. which is 

extremely contagious and invariably fatal in orie to live days 
without treatment. Even treated cases have an enormous 
mortality rate, owing to the rapid progress of the disease 
before there is  time to administer antibiotics .  

At this point, p lague is entrenched in more than 200 species 
of rodents around the world .  The domestic city rats , the roof 
rat and the Norwegian rat, common in the U . S .  and Europe, 
are among those capable of carrying the disease. 

During periods of economic development, such as the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,  its spread was blocked 
by the abolition of Medieval conditions - the isolation of . . 
rural and urban rats , urban sanitation which denied rats food 
and separated them from humans , the el imination of rats 
from ships, and the growth of human resistance to the 
disease through higher living standards . Plague returned 
during the crisis which peaked in 1 9 1 8 ,  then subsided, and is  
returning again now in the wake of economic ,breakdown and 
the return of medieval conditions of sanitation throughout the 
world. These conditions ensure that a new pandemic will  be 
far more devastating than that at the beginning of the cen
tury which took tens of mil l ions of l ives . 

Rats and Super Rats 
The most graphic symptom of the breakdown of barriers to 

the spread of plague is the worldwide explosion of the rat 
population. Further, because of the collapse of rural ecofogy 
due to the collapse of agriculture, the increasing rat 
populations especially in the Third World are being driven 
toward crowded and often impoverished and filthy urban 
areas .  Simultaneously the elimination of funding and staffing 
for rat control has made such programs  ineffectual to control 

. 

the dangerous growth of rat populations . 
In Southeast Asia,  in regions around Burma, rats are 

fleeing the famine-stricken countryside into the filthy 
crowded cities. There are 5 mi l lion rats in Rangoon alone -
the WHO estimates that 1 0  per cent of them are likely 
carrying plague . In Southeast Asia as a whole there are more 
than 10 billion rats . 

In West Africa, since two months ago, rats have been 
swarming by the millions out of Senegal and into the 
surrounding countries, destroying crops as they go. In 
Northeast Brazil ,  where plague is  endemic.  drought has 
driven rats out of the rural areas towards the crowded cities 
of the coast, such as Recife. In southern Brazilian c ities like 
Sao Paolo there are 1 0-1 5 rats for every human being. This 
month the Swedish town of Ljusdal was overrun by rats, and 
hordes of " bison rats , "  some a foot long, were reported in the 
towns of Jutland in Northern Germany and neighboring 
Denmark. . _  

With the growth of rat populations has come the rapid 
evolution of poison-resistant strains . European rat control 
experts report the spread of such strains in Great Britain, 
Germany and Scandinavia.  while such resistant "super
rats " have been reported in New York . 

The giant growth of rat populations is the direct con
sequence of bankers' austerity, which is  responsible for the. 
destruction of the food supplies of the Third World and the. 
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disruption of the garbage collection, general sanitation and 
rat control of programs of advanced sector cities. The U .S .  
government rat control program has  been phased out over an 

"eight-year period, in many cities falling by 50 per cent in the 
past year. In Baltimore, a city with two mil lion rats , the 
fiscal 1 977 budget will cut rat control by 50 per cent on top of 
50 per cent cuts already sustained. Manpower will be cut 
from 92 to 20. The area of the city regularly c leared of rodents 
has a lready dropped from 2 ,000 blocks to 500. In Chicago, rat 
control is l imited to three small regions of the c ity, and as 

soon as rat contr.ol workers leave the areas ,  the rats return in 
full force. 

The situation is worst of all in New York City, whose rat 
population is more than 10 million and growing rapidly as 
uncollected garbage piles up on the streets . New budget cuts 
to be effected July I will slash the already gutted rat control 
program by 50 per cent, virtually eliminating its effect. In an 
article today entitled "Cut Pest Control and Watch Rats 
Multiply," the New York Daily News cited city Health 
Department official Randy Dupree as warning of a "ram
pant increase" of the city 's  rat population as a result of the 
cuts . The budget cuts , which wil l  reduce the program from 
$3.8 million presently to $2.38 mi llion in 1 976-77 and cost it an 
additional $500,000 in federal matching funds according to 
Dupree, would reduce the rat control staff from 600 to 340. 

Dupree further reported that the rat control division has 
already been receiving complaints from areas of the city 
from which they "have never received calls before . "  and 
stated : "That means to me that rats are already on the in
crease . ' ''. 

The News stated that "there are 1 , 900 hard-core blocks in 
the city where there are anywhere from 10 to 25 rats per 
person . "  

Furthermore, the Port Authority o f  New York and New 
Jersey reported that incoming ships from Burma and other 
plague areas such as Brazil are not being inspected. 

In Germany, flit control experts report rapid increases in 
rat populations with cuts in sanitation funds .  In European 
ports , incoming ships are no longer carefully inspected. 
leading to rat multiplication in port cit ies .  Rats are now seen 
in daylight in some parts of Berl in .  

Uncontrolled rat populations grow astronomically - one 
rat has 80 to 90 offspring a year.  

The Spread of Plague 

Most of the trade from these ports is widely known to be 
black market and is carried by ships that will not be in
spected under the present minimal rat inspection programs. 
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These global conditions of rat population explosion and 
migration make the spread of plague inevitable. Within the 
next few months, other urban plague foci will  develop in 
Brazil and the African Sahel. Once established in cities. 
especially ports, spread of the disease will  be rapid. From 
the current focus in Mandalay, spread to Rangoon is prac
tically certain and has probably already occured. Unless 
action is taken within weeks, plague will spread to I ndia. 
Ceylon and Indonesia. where nutrition and sanitation levels 
will ensure mass death. By midsummer ships from these 
areas will bring plague to the port and slum areas and huge 
rat populations of Naples, Amsterda m ,  Genoa, Seattle, and 
by early fall to New York , Chicago. Baltimore and every 
other major port . 

Already . U . S. ships entering Swedish ports have been 

found infested with rats . As plague infected "rats enter each 
city the spread of disease will be rapid. As flea-ridden rats 
die. plague infected-fleas wiJI leave them. infesting human 
beings and infecting them through bites. Children in slums 
playing with dead rats wiJ I  develop black buboes and die 
within days . Hospitals wil l  become major sources f::: spread 
of the disease. Once established in s lum areas, bubonic 
epidemics spread by rats will tend to become pneumonic 
plague. spread directly human to human by coughing. 

Deadly Diseases 
With global resistance to plague virtually non-existent and 

drug resistant strains likely to develop with massive use of 
antibiotics,  death rates from the plague wi J I  be astronomical. 
But the plague wiJ I  not be alone in its effects .  By fal l ,  in
fluenza of the new deadly swine variety will simultaneously 
be sweeping the globe. The general breakdown of sanitation 
a lready evident in epidemics of lice in Naples and Brooklyn, 
New York will faci litate the spread of other pest-borne 
diseases .  such as typhus . The collapse of sewage systems wil l  
a l low for the transmission of pandemics  of disease spread by 
contaminated water. 

Over the past year in Italy water-borne diseases such as 
para-typhoid .  have increased by 90 per cent. while in Latin 
America. polio spread by fecal contamination of water. has 
increased by 400 per cent. The combined impact of these 
spreading and overlapping pandemics on populations 
a lready weakened by malnutrition. and speed-up will be self
feeding collapse. total disruption of production. and general 
holocaust . 

The response of local officials, and of the bourgeois press to 
this catastrophically dangerous situation has been to 
criminal ly cover it up. Reports from Burma are few and far 
between - the local press has entirely b lacked out the 
epidemic .  The WHO, while releasing some data on case 
numbers ,  admits to not having up to date. first hand reports.  
Only three WHO employees have been sent to Burma. WHO 
Geneva headquarters has received no word from them-and 
literally does not know if they are dead or alive. Many of
fic ials  in the WHO. the U . S. Public Health Service: and other 
organizations have been found to be dangerously il l-informed 
on the situation. with many of them first becoming aware of 
the extent of the Mandalay outbreak when contacted by IPS 
reporters this week. 

. 

WHO and other authorities have not sufficiently investigated 

rat outbreaks and other plague epidemics ,  nor do they have 
the necessary funds to take action. 

Program 

The productive resources still exist to reverse the 
holocause threatening humanity. Only international action 
can halt the spread of disease, the growth of rat populations 
and the general breakdown of the earth ' s  ecology. Rat 
control and sanitation programs in the advanced countries 
are essential. There must be immediate massive increases in 
such programs in every city. But by themselves , these 
programs will  not prevent the build-Up of an overwhelming 
d isease momentum global ly which will soon engulf the ad
vanced sector. Immediately. the weak links in the ecological 
chain must be repaired. Massive emergency aid must be 
dispatched to Burma. the region around it. to Brazil and the 
Sahel .  This m eans above all food to increase resistance and 



to allow the mobilization of the population in anti-rodent 
campaigns, and general economic recovery ; insecticides to 
fight the fleas , rodenticides and sanitation programs against 
the rats ; and within months emergency housing programs to 
begin to turn back the conditions which create holocaust. 
Within weeks of the beginning of these " weak link 
�rograms , ' ; food and other aid must be on its way outwards 
to the Third World as a whole to prevent other disease foci 
�rom developing, and to lay the basis for the expansion of 
food production in the Third World.  Simultaneously ,  the idle 
productive capacities of the advanced countries must be 
mobilized to increase food production now. But such 
mobilization of resources i s  impossible without immediate 
implementation of international debt moratoria and creation 
of new international credit faci lities to speed issuance of the 
necessary credits both for emergency programs and basic 
development projects. 

Speaking for the Atlanticist banking community, Wilhelm 
Marx of Frankfurt' s  Sal Oppenheim investment banking 
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firm , stated this week that " perhaps epidemics are the only 
solution to overpopulation. It 's  a biological fact. "  Such 
criminals are enemies of the human race, and the fact that 
they have endorsed a bubonic p lague epidemic as part of 
their debt collection policies ought to be enough to convince 
frightened waverers that their objections to debt moratoria 
and the International Development Bank cannot be tolerated 
one day longer. 

Time is  short. By mid-May, p lague will  almost certainly be 
spreading out of Burma.  By late May i t  will be too late to 
affect either the spring planting in  the Northern hemisphere 
or to prepare for the fal l  p lanting in  Argentina, .and thus too 
late to raise 1 976 food supplies.  By mid-May at the latest, the 
initial steps in implementing the International Develpment 
Bank must be underway. Conversion of industrial capacity to 
expanded tractor production must be underway, fertilizer, 
food and emergency supplies must be moving around the 
globe. Otherwise the Dark Ages wi l l  arrive by fall .  

Plague Expert: "This is a Calamity" 

NEW YORK, April 10 (IPS) - The fol/owing are excerpts 
from an interview conducted this week by a spokesman for 

the U.S. Labor Party with the plague expert at  the U. S. 
Public Health Service Rat and Plague Monitoring Sta tion in 
Washington, D. C. 

Labor Party: We picked up a report of 40 cases of plague 
hitting Mandalay, Burma, in the Bangkok Post of March 29.  
When . we checked the report with the World Health 
Organization's  (WHO) main office in Geneva, the plague 
expert there, Dr. Bytchenko, told us that they have second 
hand reports of at least 974 cases in Mandalay, presumably 
all  occurring in the last few weeks . However, they said that 
they have lost all contact with representatives in the area, so 
that they don't have a clear picture of how the situation is 
being handled. Have you heard anything on this?  
Epidemiologist : No, we haven' t  heard anything from WHO 
on this .  The communications lines from Third World coun
tries are frequently bad. Countries will  often cover up 
epidemics io protect their commerce and tourist trade. But if 
Geneva is aware of this kind of a s ituation, they damn well 
should let us know. As far as I know, WHO hasn't issued 
anything on this .  
LP : How bad would the Mandalay situation have to get 
before you would call it "out of hand ? "  
Epidemiologist : 974 cases means i t ' s  alreadY out o f  hand, 
especially since you 're dealing with an urban situation. An 
epidemic of this size undoubtedly m eans progression from 
the bubonic to the pneumonic form . Pneumonic plague is 
much more deadly and extremely contagious . 
LP : What is the danger of spread to other areas?  

Epidemiologist : Al l  o f  South As ia  has  a tremendous rat 
problem. The epidemic could easily spread directly to 
R angoon, Bangladesh, India, and beyond. 
LP : So even in its present state, the plague epidemic is  a 
threat to the rest of the world? 
Epidemiologist : This has to be considered an international 
calamity. 
LP : Doesn't  WHO realize this?  
Epidemiologist : Sure, but their hands are  tied until Burma 
comes out with a request for international assistance. It 's  too 
bad, but that' s  the way WHO operates .  
LP : We're calling congressmen, labor unions, and the press,  
setting up a cross firing network and directing the pressure 
on WHO to break the story. 
Epidemiologist : That's the way to do it. Once people know 
what the s ituation is there' l l  be such an outrage that WHO 
will  be forced to act. Let' s  just  hope it 's  not too late. , . 
LP : What' s  the plague s ituation in the U . S . ?  

. 

Epidemiologist : We saw an unusually high rise in the 
number of cases last year. But the most disturbing thing was 
the high incidence of conversion from bubonic to the 
pneumonic form. Of 20 odd cases in  the last twelve months . .  
there were four pneumonic cases. This i s  a higher ratio than 
I 've seen since I started in this field a decade ago. We think 
that the organism may have changed to a more virulent 
form,  so we want to do virulence studies by testing the plague 
on primates. So far, though, we can ' t  get any federal funds to 
do it. It 's  always this way in public health, you can't get 
funding to prepare for a problem, you have to wait until it 's 
�taring you in the face, but with this one that may be too late. 
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Beyond H u m phrey-Hawkins - Part2 

NEW YORK, April 10 (IPS) - Last week's IPS weekly 
examined the strategy behind Wall Street's announced plans 
to go beyODcl Humphrey-Hawkins - the omnibus blueprint 
tor fascism in the U.S. Part I of this report summarized sev
eral pieces of slave labor legislation which compliment a re
vised Humphrey-Hawkins bill. Part II examines an addition
al significant slave labor bill and the zero-growth energy 
legislation of both the Democratic and Republican Parties. 
In addition, the report offers a comprehensive summary of 
the recently enacted Municipal Bankruptcy Act that could 
place bankrupt municipalities under a Federal court-super
vised fascist austerity regimes. 

Though Wall Street was forced to accept a tactical retreat 
in last week's battle with the working class around the Team
ster strike, most of this legislation is logjammed in Congress. 
The Atlanticists still intend to carry out the beyond Hum- .. 
phrey-Hawkins strategy at the earliest possible opportunity. 

Slave Labor Leg islation 

Supplementary Funding For Comprehensive Employment 
and TrlJining Act (CETA) Attached as a Rider to legislation 
providing for.a nationwide flu innoculation program 

Rider Sponsor - Senator William Proxmire (0. Wis ) 

This CETA rider provides $ 1 . 2  bill ion for 3 10 ,000 public 
service jobs, basically at minimum wage. The CETA 
program has in the past been used by such municipal ities as 
New York City to rehire laid-off workers onto their old jobs at 
highly reduced wages.  The rider bill a llocates $528 mil lion to 
fund 888,000 summer "community service" j obs for youth 
aged 14 to 2 1 . Money for such programs in the past have 
created ,"community service" j obs to carry out the func
tions of such triaged public services as garbage collection, 
but at greatly reduced wages and effic iency as compared to 
professional sanitation services.  Community patrols ,  
amounting to community self-policing units, have also been 
created from such funds.  The Rider also provides for $55 . 9  
million to  set up  1 5 ,000 part-time jobs for low-income elderly. 
S imilar jobs programs have established piece work sweat 

. shops in the home of aged citizens .  
The Senate passed the CETA funding and f lu innoculation 

legis lation April 9 by a vote of 61 to 7. Passage by the House is 
expected early next week. President Ford is supporting the 
bill .  

Energy Leg islation 
Now pending i n  the U .S .  Senate and House o f  Represen

tatives are a group of " zero-growth" energy measures whose 
enactment would place a legislative ban on the continuation 

of the U .S .  industrial economy after 1 980, witl- a:: efforts to 
maintain the material conditions for human existence ef
fectively outlawed shortly thereafter. 

At stake is a collaborative effort by  the Rockefeller and 
Harriman and Rothschild banking groups to preserve the 
essence of capitalism as perceived from One Chase 
Manhattan Plaza by creating bi l lions of dollars worth of 
technologically retrogressive, economically disastrous and 
thoroughly fascist boon-doggies under the rubric of "energy 
conservatfon and development . "  

A l l  the legis lation discussed here i s  premised o n  a 
Rockefeller-commissioned study by the Energy Resource 
and Development Administration (ERDA ) , "A National Plan 
for Energy Research, Development and Demonstration : 
Creating Energy Choices for the Future . "  The supporters of 
the most recent version of the report were revealed in detail 
in the late March edition of the ERDA Newsletter, and were 
summarized by Deputy Administrator Robert W. Fri in a 
February 1 7  speech before the assembled New York Security 
Analysts . 

Fri spoke in glowing terms of " the emergence of one or 
more whole new industries , "  each " a  golden opportunity for 
the smart investor" - coal , shale o i l ,  fission, and the solar 
and geothermal fantasy schemes of the " zero-growth" ad-
vocate Dr. Barry Commoner. 

. 

"According to one of the scenarios we have develoPE'd for 
the year 2000 , we anticipate the need for 450 nuclear power 
plants of 1 000 Megawatts each, including 80 breeder reactor 
plants : 400 geothermal power p lants of 1 00 Megawatts each :  
220  coal-fired power plants of 1 000 Megawatts each : 1 40 
synthetic oil and gas plants each producing the equivalent of 
50 ,000 barrels of oil a day : 1 5  mil l ion electric automobiles : 1 0  
to  1 5  mil lion solar heated homes , a supporting infrastructure 
inc luding mines, transportation and delivery systems . . . .  " 

And the net result of this $ . 5  tri l l ion worth of "develop
ment ? "  " Major changes in end use system s , "  said Fri , " to 
achieve a 25 per cent reduction in demand growth. "  Notably, 
despite the announcement of major advances by the Division 
of Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions and other officials, 
the most honorable Mr. Fri did not mention the word fusion 
once in his speech. 

The Energy Independence Authority Act 

Sponsor 

Sen. Paul Fannin (R-Ariz) 

The Rockefeller boondoggle bill  officially calls for $100 
mi l lion to be spent in the next decade for the creation of labor 
intensive work camps ( "p lants" )  for development of shale 
oi l ,  coal, solar power, geothermal power and fission. But 
reports issued and speeches given by the Vice-President, by 
h i s  office ' s  spokesmen, and by his own spokesmen at 
Bankers Trust in New York, mention an $800 biJIion figure 
through the year 2000 . Identifying every energy source but 
fusion as a subject for investment, the Rockefeller bill 
focuses on none of them. What is  produced in these ventures 



apart from stocks, bonds,  mortgages, acceptances and 
political power is a matter of difference to financiers, so long 
as the energy resources are developed " independent" of the 
needs of existing industrial capacity, working c lass life and 
related essential scientific considerations of human survival. 

Energy Conservation Act of 1976 

Sponsors 

Sen. Edward Kennedy (D·Mass) 
Sen. Ernest Hollinger (D·NC) 
Sen. Warren Magunson (D·Wash) 
Sen. Henry Jackson (O·Wash) 

The bil l 's measures involve legally-mandatory use of home 
insulation, storm windows,  etc. for what it terms " thermal 
efficiency" in the working class home and industrial plant. It 
mandates industrial installation of what it terms "heat 
recuperation devices, "  electrical resistance heating, and 
heat pumps. It mandates the installation of " solar heating 
unitl;" in residences , business and industry. 

According to a Kennedy aide, Stewart, budget hearings on 
such energy conservation are well  underway, with the 
Congress ional Joint Economic Committee expected to ap
prove required funds .  The Kennedy energy·consumer 
destruction act specifies a 410 billion loan guarantee and 
iQterest subsidy program for nationwide proliferation of its 
contraptions in fiscal 1977, to be administered through the 
Federal Housing Administration Title I, the Home Im
provement Loan fund and the Small Business Administration 
Loan filnd. It also provides between $200 and $250 miIIion for 
research. 

"Using less energy wiII strengthen the economy,"  Stewart 
maintained, "since a worker will save money on high cost 
energy that can be spent on other consumer goods ."  Stewart 
even managed to state that a 25 percent contraction in the 
U .S .  economy would result in not only more consumer goods 
for workers to purchase - but more jobs ! "Sheet metal 
workers were excited as Hell at the prospect of making all  
those solar reflectors , "  he qualified . 

In the future, Mr. Stewart hopes to " get utilities to stop 
advocating the use of energy, by forcing them to perform 
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load management and electrical demand studies . . . .  Rate 
reforms (upward) must also be implemented, to discourage 
high industrial use of electricity. " It  is  the genius of 
congressional organizers like Mr. Stewart that they may tidk 
without revealing knowledge of even their own statements of 
five minutes earlier. 

In the House of Representatives, a carbon copy of the 
Kennedy bil l  is now pending a long with a very similar 
"Energy Conservation I mplementation Act" sponsored by 
Robert Drinan (D·Mass) and Harley Staggers (D-Va) . 
Funding for this bill is currently designated at a 410 million 
for research and development with a loan guarantee 
program similar to the Senate version, and other revisions 
expected soon to make the correspondence with Kennedy' s  
version complete. 

The Petroleum Industry Competition Act of 1976 

Sponsors 

Sen. Edward Kennedy (D·Mass) 
Sen. Philip Hart (D·Mich) 
Sen. James Abouresk (O·S.Oak) 
Sen. John Tunney (D·Cal) 
Sen. Robert Packwood (R·Ore) 

The bill requires straightforward vertical divestiture of oil 
company interests in exploration ,  refining, marketing and 
distribution faci lities . This apparent anti· monopoly measure, 
which has eliminated horizontal divestiture provisions of 
earlier versions for quicker passage, would invevitably mean 
that all oil company investment decision-making would 
become firmly incorporated into the fascist "National 
Planning" provisions of the Humphrey-Hawkins bill and the 
corporatist structures which it and the related Financial 
Institutions Act of Wisconsin House Democrat Henry Reuss 
establish for such purposes. 

This Kennedy legislation was passed by a 4 to 3 vote of the 
Senate Anti-Trust and Monopoly Subcommittee April 1 into 
the hands of the full Judiciary Committee . No hearing date 
has yet been set because it is competing of the committee's 
attention with the notorious Senate Bi l l  No. 1 , the police state 
Criminal Code reform legislation also sponsored by Senator 
Kennedy. 
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Th'e M u n ic ipal Ban kru ptcy Act 

Sponsors : Rep . Peter Rod ino (D-N .J . )  

Rep .  Don Edwards ( D -Cal if . )  

The Municipal Bankruptcy Act, which was pushed quietly 
through Congress at the end of March and s igned into law by 
President Ford on April 9 ,  is potentially one of the most 
powerful legal weapons against trade union organization and 
democratic process in general yet devised by the pro-fascist 
elements of the New York banking community , Under ap
propriate political conditions , the Act would permit any or all 
union collective bargaining agreements with city govern
ments to be torn up at will to fac i l itate wage-cuts, lay-offs 
and so forth, regardless of pre-existing state and municipal 
laws respecting such contracts , 

Under other poltical conditions , the same Municipal 
Bankruptcy Act could become the legis lative vehicle for the 
working class' demand for nationwide declarations of debt 
moratoria, against the interests of the debt-hungry finan
ciers. 

For this very reason, despite the numerous declarations of 
fascist intent accompanying the bi l l ,  not even al l  debt-hungry 
banker�are pleased with it .  

The unquaHfied purpose of the Rodino-Edwards bill is to 
I (;ut bankrupt cities loose from the domain of democratic 
I constituency politics,  placing them (all cities ) under a 
federal court dictatorship. The bil l  is also aimed at suckering 
potential supporters of legislative debt moratorium into 
giving up their efforts as superfluous .  Its passage has 
already had its intended effect on pro-debt moratorium Rep, 
Herman Badillo (D-NY ) , who has at least temporarily 
dropped plans to introduce moratorium legislation and who 
supports the Act. 

The April 2 lead editorial of the Wall S treet Journal went to 
the heart of the bi l l :  "It speaks ambiguously on a point that 
will determine how quickly a city can restore itself to fiscal 
health , namely, the status of union contracts under 
bankruptcy;  . . .  In bankruptcy court , a city will be able to 
renegotiate its 'executory contracts , '  including its collective 
bargaining agreements. The hitch comes on a subsidiary 
question, does the old contract stay in force while the city 
tries to negotiate reduced wages and benefits? If  the answer 
is yes , there's  hardly any reason for a new contract ever to be 
reached , "  The Wall Street Journal also worries over the fact 
that the bil l  " implies that the status of the contract would be 
determined by local law, and present New York law would 
maintain the same salaries, conditions and term s . "  

A Plan 
The law itself declares : "After fi l ing,  the court may permit 

the petitioner to reject executory contracts and unexpired 
leases . . . .  " The law also requires that " the petitioner shall  fi l e  
a plan for the adjustment of  i t s  debts . . .  which creditors may 
accept or reject . . . .  The plan may specify provisions to modify 
or alter the rights of any class or a l l  of its creditors , and it 
may . . .  contain the rejection of executory contracts . . . .  " 

Upon releasing the bil l  to the House floor, seven members 
of the House Judiciary Committee quickly and officially 
c larified : " Committee report language, suggesting that the 
rej ection of executory contracts does not inc lude collective 
bargaining agreements, is inaccurate . "  Committee report 
language was chosen by New York R epresentative Herman 
Badi l lo ,  an advocate of debt moratorium at the expense of 
financ iers to maintain city wage, employment and service 
levels , 

' 

I n  Senate dec larations of intent on the bi l l ,  the Judiciary 
Comm ittee members placed the same emphasis on 
destroying trade unions . Loca l  laws guaranteeing collective 
bargaining agreements " should not be al lowed to frustrate 
the purposes of the bankruptcy proceedings , "  declares 
Senator Quentin Burdick (D-ND ) ,  " I n  any case, where the 
labor laws conflict with the powers of the petitioner under 
this act, it  is the intent of the legis lation that the federal ,  state 
and local labor laws should be overridden . "  But the language 
of the bill is not so clear. 

In  the section on "Administration and Jurisdiction, " the 
law grants the federal court broad powers to approve or veto 
a l l  city budgetary decisions in the course of the 
munic ipality ' s  efforts to comply with not only the reorganiza
tion p lan, but "count orders related to it . " In the same sec
tion : "The court shall not interfere with the petitioner's poli
tical or governmental powers ,  property, income-producing 
property, or revenues unless by consent of the petitioner. "  
The same House Judiciary Committee members again quick
ly clarify : "References to State and petitioners ' rights in the 
bill are not relevant to the court' s  power to permit petitioners 
to reject executory contracts , but were included to retain 
tested constitutional language in the law . "  

In  the " Petition and Proceedings" section, the law 
establishes the truth of the court dictatorship and its intended 
control by financiers : "The court may permit the petitioner 
to issue certificates of indebtedness on court-approved ' 
terms,  security , and priority for payment over existing 
obligations . 

St i l l ,  the law does not explicitly state what the court will 
decide. The majority of its legislative backers ' criminal 
intent is to use municipal bankruptcy as  the occasion to bust 
trade unions and destroy human life across the nation to 
m aintain munic ipal debt service .  " I t  should be made per
fectly c lear that Congress intends that a l l  confirmed plans 
wi l l  require municipalities to balance their budgets . . .  " 
dec lared a half-dozen House Judiciary Committee members . 

But the law does not make that "perfectly c lear . "  "One of 
the conditions for court approval of the bankruptcy plan , "  
declared the Ford administration report o n  the bi l l ,  " must be 
that the c ity's budget will  be brought into balance within a 
reasonable time after its adoption . "  But the bi l l  does not 



make that a · ' m ust . " 

By the letter of the law, the court may as easily specify an 
I S-month debt moratorium , expansion of employment, 
restoration and expansion of services and wage increases 
with no obl igation whatsoever for " balanced budgets" - i.e . , 
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tr i bute tn major financiers . " The ambiguities of the law ,"  
thinks the  Wal l  Street Journal , "are more than outweighed 
by the fact that its sponsors have clearly foreseen the 
l1agnitude of the problem . "  But the problem is political -
Nho wi l l  control the bankruptcy proceedings - the banks or 
.he working class . 

. 
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Harriman 's " U -Boats" Surface 
Among the Soviet  Leadership 

WIESBAOEN. April 6 (IPS) - U . S .  Presidential candidate 
Lyndon H. LaRouche commented on the interview with 
Soviet spokesman V. Zagladin published in the current issue 
of the pro-Atlanticist weekly Oer Spiegel.  " That interview 
represents a major tactical blunder on the part of the Atlan
ticist" forces. "  he emphasized. "Taken together with current 
statements and activities of Zagladin 's  factional ally, G .  
Arbatov, Zagladin's  remarks have the effect o f  publicly 
exposing the most crucial Atlanticist political intelligence 
penetration of the Soviet party leadership .  This might well 
create a crisis for the combination of factional forces 
grouped around Party Secretary Brezhnev.  The worst fears 
of the Harriman-Ball faction. a strengthening of the Soviet 
political 'hard line' faction. could possibly result from the 
Oer Spiegel interview. "  

"Ordinari ly. "  LaRouche emphasized. " I  don' t  think that 
the Atlanticist political intelligence establishment would 
have permitted such a blunder to occur. Imagine, they have 
spent decades building up channels of influence into the top 
Soviet circles , using the most elaborate maneuvers , and now 
with a single tactical blunder, they blow the whole affair pub
licly in the West German press .  I cannot imagine that Suslov, 
Gretchko.or key responsibles in the KG B would overlook the 
significance of the Zagladin-Arbatov operation after this 
blatant incident ."  

LaRouche qualified h i s  knowledge of the case.  "As  far as 
Zagladin and Arbatov personally are concerned, we don't  
have anything beyond what is available from the Eastern 
press and Soviet publications them selves. All we know is that 
personally they are politically softheaded, and that Arbatov 
has a genius for smuggling the influence of known Atlanticist 
agents into Soviet and related publications,  especialJy during 
the recent period. We have no direct indication that either is 
an agent of Atlanticist intelligence networks in the strict 
sense of that term. If they are not agents, it would not be the 
first time fools have ingorantiy presided over a foreign in
telligence penetration of their operations . What is known 
with certainty is  that Arbatov' s  U . S .  studies section is one of 
the principal Atlanticist intel ligence conduits into leading 
Soviet policy-making processes ,  plus the fact that official 
Soviet statements on the USA internally have been almost 

c o n s i s t e n t l y  n o n s e n s i c a l  f o r  s o m e  t i m e . "  

, ,'The significance of the Zagladin inc ident is that the facts 
have been openly advertised. with the aid of Oer Spiegel, so 
conspicuously that the proper conclusions would be immedi
ately drawn by a half-political Soviet cosmonaut using a low
power telescope from Mars . "  

LaRouche stipulated that while the Oer Spiegel interview 
represented a massive Atlanticist blunder, such blundering 
should not be viewed as accidental .  "We have a current situa
tion in which there is considerable friction among various 
parts of the Atlanticist establishment. The British, with 
excellent reasons , consider certain leading factions in the " 
USA to be stupid.  The Ball-Harriman faction rightly con
siders Rockefeller and Kissinger to be behaving like half
crazed political imbeciles and on economic questions all 
factions are lying to one another with utter abandon. The 
monetary system is in a state of collapse,  the Gaullists have 
refused to be crushed so easily, and Luxemburg was a fiasco 
for·;oSecretary Simon's boys - the fish got out of the safety 
net, despite all the conspiring done around that from the time 
of the Paris lEA meeting ( International Energy Agency) . 

" For al J  three principle Atlanticist factions,  the strategic 
game they are playing depends upon both their wishful il lu
s ions concerning the Soviet majority faction and their 
openly-leaked desperate commitment to strengthen 
Brezhnev 's  leading coalition against the so-called hardliners . 
Put the general situation of the Atlanticists together with 
their  various , slightly opposed views on the Soviet leader
ship 's  political character, and you have the circumstances in 
which the Oer Spiegel blunder easily occurs . "  

LaRouche recommended a glance a t  the immediate bac� 
ground to the Oer Spiegel flap . " First, we had the open 
bragging to the effect that the wave of 'White Communism'  
would lead to  growth of 'p luralist' influences within Eastern 
Europe.  Second, after Harriman, Bal l ,  Kennedy and others 
propose to negotiate new global ' spheres of influence' with 
the Soviet leadership, a desperate Henry Kissinger proposes 
his own version of such negotiations ,  to ' negotiate' the in
ternal relations within the Warsaw Pact, an insane provoca
tion. It is in this context that Oer Spiegel directly intervenes , 
publ ic ly advertis ing key Brezhnev hangers-on as virtual 
U . S . -NATO intel l igence agents . The Oer Spiegel interview is 
obviously a case of emotionalJy unbalanced strategic wishful 
th inking run amok. In Stalin ' s  day, such puffing of SOViet 
figures would have been sufficient to send legions of Soviet 
officials into sudden physical therapy absences from their 
former assignments . "  

LaRouche summed up his estimate. " It i s  difficult to pre
determ ine the exact short-term effect  of the Oer Spiegel 
interview ,  but there will be some significant repercussions. 
Otherwise, the fact that this interview represents a mon
strous blunder from the Atlanticists ' standpoint should be 
taken as further indication of the desperate bungling per
meating the ranks of those financiers and their allies . "  
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Atlanticists Conspire to Set U p  Purge i n  USSR 
April l l  ( IPS)  - In an insidious, i f  crude, attempt to provoke 
a paranoiac Stalin-style bloody purge in the Soviet Union, the 
Atlanticists this  week instructed anti-Soviet Senator Henry 
Jackson and notorious British-German intelligence operative 
and Sovietologists Richard Lowenthal to make public 
statements linking themselves with the Oblomovist centrist 
faction in the Soviet leadership.  

Speaking today on ABC-TV ' s  I ssues and Answers , 
Democratic Party Presidential candidate Jackson respon
ded to a question about how as President he would handle the 
SALT talks with a sly remark : "You know the Soviets say 
they don' t  like me. On the other hand, there was an article in 
Pravda by Arbatov of the USA-Canada Institute in Russia 
which listed the presidential candidates the Soviets are 
averse to. Arbatov left my name off the l ist .  I think that' s  
significant. " 

Arbatov is a representative of a group of Soviet 
bureaucrats identified with the centrist  Brezhnev faction, 
whose statements closely approximate those that U .S .  agents 
would make. Currently this faction i s  under heavy assault by 
hardline leftwingers led by Mikhail Suslov and mil itary chief 
Marshal Grechko. 

By ignorantly and mistakenly counseling " trust" for 
Atlanticist leaders and pooh-poohing very real U . S .  war 
preparations as election campaign rhetoric to appease and 
coppt the "extreme right wing , "  G eorgi i  Arbatov, an 
alternate member of the Soviet Central Committee, has left 
himself and his Brezhnev centrist factional sponsors 
vulnerable to a CIA-manipulated Stalin-style purge blood
bath . 

Significantly, the Soviet press has recently blasted the 
fascist Jackson for advocating American military inter
vention in Lebanon and s imultaneous confrontation with the 
Soviet Union. 

Conspiracy Bared 
The Atlanticist conspiracy to orchestrate a paranoid and 

involuted purge in the USSR was c larified earlier this week 
when ancient Anglo-German espionage agent R ichard 
Lowenthal was trotted out in the NATO-controlled West 
German weekly Die Zeit to write a black propaganda piece 
openly endorsing the Soviet centrists . Waving a red c loth in 
the face of the bul l ,  Lowenthal outlined a policy of  "crisis 
management" for the capitalist west featuring support for 
White Communists, collaboration with " the majority in the 
Soviet leadership" who allegedly favor both "peaceful 
coexistence" and a "non-offensive" posture toward the West, 
and defeat of the "outward-oriented" Soviet leaders like 
Mikhail Suslov and Boris Ponomarev and their policy of 
striving for "revolutionary-democrat ic" regimes in Western 
Europe. 

New Sol idarity has learned from informed sources that 
just days before the Lowenthal psywar article appeared, 
A verell Harriman declared at a top-level AtIanticist cabal 
planning meeting held at the Arden House in  Harriman, New 
York : "We are paying too much attention to mil itary attack 
and too l ittle to undermining . . . .  the CIA is absolutely 
necessary in our struggle with the Soviets . "  Present at the 
high-level meeting was none other than Zbigniew Brzezinski, 
known affectionately to Averell as " Brezhnev ,"  Lowenthal ' s  
col league a t  Columbia University Russian Institute. 

The Harriman-CIA deploym ent of Lowenthal in the purge 
set-up operation is hardly accidental .  As an Anglo-German 
intell igence operative stationed in Prague in  1 936-37, 
Lowenthal helped conduit to Stalin, through Czech President 
Benes ,  Admiral Canaris '  forged and fabricated documents 
that framed up Marshal Tukachevsky in an alleged "plot" 
with Nazi Germany against the Soviet state. Stalin wiped out 
the cream of the Red Army leadership in the paranoid b lood
letting that followed.  

During World War I I ,  Lowenthal ,  a deputy of OSS 
European Chief Allen Dulles , ran the OSS penetration net
works into the resistance movements .  After the war, Dulles 
and Lowenthal  "squeezed" (deliberately blew the cover off) 
a number of their key OSS-CIA agents from these resistance 
networks who had been deployed to Eastern Europe. The 
CIA's  "Operation Splinter Factor" succeeded in inducing a 
paranoiac mass purge of over 200 ,000 honest Communists , 
many heroic resistance fighters ,  charged with collaborating 
with western intelligence services .  

Harriman Terrified of 
Open Political Faction Fight 

Harriman and Co. - terrified that Suslov and Grechko will 
wage a principled and winning open political faction fight 
around the ICLC's debt moratoria and IDB program for a 
new world economic order - are reaching deep into their 
subversive bag of tricks to induce and recreate the self
destructive paranoid atmosphere of the Stalin period. 

In a related black propaganda move this past week, James 
F. Sattler from the Wall Street-CIA front Atlantic Counci l ,  
"admitted" he has been spying for the East Germans .  A 
Justice Department spokesman April 7 stated there would be 
"no prosecution of Mr. Sattler" because of " lack of 
evidence" and it has been further revealed he is " moving to 
Mexico ! "  The CIA is hoping that by "b lowing" their (ob
vious ) "double agent , "  this will nonetheless induce paranoid 
suspicions in the East bloc about Sattler ' s  contacts.  

In  the same vein, U . S .  Government-organized Zionist 
terror attacks against Soviet diplomats in. the U .S .  are 
programmed to foster an inward-looking Stalinist "Bloc 
mentality. "  So too are Harriman flunkey Helmut Sonnen
feldt 's bragging remarks that putting White Communists in 
power in the West wil l  lead to "plural ist  tendencies" in the 
East bloc . 

Finally, NATO agent Ernest Mandel and his 4th In
ternational rag Rouge were utilized in  another Atlanticist 
black operation designed to divert the Suslov-Czech-East 
German Leninist grouping from waging an offensive 
pragmatic international political drive in the communist 
movement into a defensive and paranoiac hunt for CIA White 
Com munist agents at home and abroad. To that end, Rouge 
published an account of Politburo member Jean Kanapa's 
al leged speech to the French Comm unist Party Central 
Com mittee in which Kanapa is quoted as attacking the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union ( CPSU) for interfering 
as an arm of the Soviet state in the " i nternal affairs" of the 
French Communist Party. Kanapa ' s  statement and its 
publication by NATO make up a clear provocation to the 
Soviets, as well as an escalation i�· preparing the French 
population for a campaign against alleged Soviet un
democratic atrocities. 
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I taly Cou p Plotted At Washington Conference 

WASHINGTON, D . C . ,  April 7 ( IPS)  - Top ruling-class 
leaders met behind closed doors yesterday at Georgetown 
University's  Center of Strategic and International Studies 
think-tank to weigh the feasibility of a mi l itary coup in Italy. 
Over 1 50 top military and intelligence agency personnel , 
political figures.  and corporate executives gathered at the 
by-invitation-only conference,  titeled " The Political Stability 
of Italy. " to be told that the Atlanticists have few policies left 
to prevent a working-class upsurge in Italy and that U .S .  
policy makers must be  prepared for a Chile-style bloodbath 
in Italy. Representatives from every major U . S .  press outlet 
were invited. not as it turns out. to report on the insiders' 
planning session, but to receive their own marching orders 
on how European events must be " interpreted" for their 
readers. 

Fortunately for U .S .  and European workers . IPS has 
received this eyewitness account of the conference from one 
of the partic ipants . 

. 

The meeting was pulled together by Ray Cline. former 
deputy director of the CIA and the Center ' s  Director of 
Studies. and David Abshire . chairman of the Center and the 
man who runs Radio Free Europe. Among those present at 
Georg�town's  International Club were almost the entire 
membership of the President ' s  Foreign Intelligence Ad
visory Board, including Willaim Casey. Clare Boothe Luce, 
John Conally. Leo Cherne . and Robert Murphy (one of the 
coordinators of the 1 958 U . S .  invasion of Lebanon) ,  In
ternational AFL-CIO vice-president Joseph Keenan, heads of 
the Seven Sisters oil companies.  Assistant Secretary of the ' 
Treasury Gerald Parsky. Former S upreme Allied Com
mander in Europe Gen.. Lyman Lemnitzer, and former Joint 
Chiefs of Staff chairman Admiral Thomas Moorer. 

AFTERNOON SESSION : 
"AN ARGENTINA SOLUTION FOR ITALY?" 

After much handshaking and back-slapping. the carefully 
chosen guests settled into their chairs to hear former Texas 
Governor John Connally open the meeting with the warning 
that American policy-makers had to rally for the fight before 
them . "It  is my belief that we have entered an extremely 
dangerous period of history." he said, " comparable to the 
decade prior to the Second World War. The expansionism of 
our adversaries should be as obvious as  the aggressive new 
order of Germany and Japan four decades ago. I am con
cerned that we doubt our capacity to lead - that we have 
wearied of the burden. j ust as the British grew weary. and 
that we are willing to settle for less responsibility at the very 
time our adversaries want more . "  

The audience rustled nervously as Connally introduced the 
next speaker. former CIA Director Wil l iam Colby. Colby got 
right to the heart of the question before the meeting : whether 
the leadership of the Communist Party of Italy can actually 
control its working-class base and carry through the brutal 
austerity necessary to maintain Italy 's  payment on Wall 
Street's debts . "To simply say that the Comm unist Party of 
Italy can actually control its working-class base and carry 
through the brutal austerity necessary to maintain Italy' s 

payment on Wall Street' s  debts . " To si!TIply say that the _ 

Com munist Party is in good faith puts the question onto the 
good faith of the Communist leaders, who say they will take 
certain actions , "  he began. " But leaders are changeable. 
The Communist Party has a mass base.  1 . 5 mil lion members, 
and they are more aware of their base than they are of 
ideology. The historic compromise is for a period of 
economic well-being. But in good t imes the Italian Com
munists are more Italian, in bad times they are more com
munist .  The emphasis wil l  be determined by outside 
s i tuations. not the Communist leadership . "  

AdmiralHoratio Rivero. former Commander of Allied 
Forces in Southern Europe,  followed Colby with a detailed 
analysis of how U .S .  security would be endangered by 
Communist participation in the Italian government. "Ac
cession to power by the Com munists would mean the 
neutralization of Italy and eviction of NATO bases , "  he 
predicted . 

The audience was si lent. No questions were raised. Con
nally introduced the last speaker. " free-lance" Italian-based 
reporter Claire Sterling, fresh off the plane from Italy. 
munist power. why do we say we don't l ike it? " she said. 
Pointing at her listeners and raising her voice she declared, 
" The U .S .  has allowed the ruling party of Italy tobelieve that 
it would always be rescued by the U . S  . .  despite their failure . 
There is an $1 8 bi llion Italian �ebt and not one of 
the leaders doubt that the U .S  . .  Germany, and the Common 
Market will bail out Italy yearly. even if it  amounts to $20 bil
l ion yearly. I don' t  believe that the gnomes of Switzerland 
would agree. or even American bankers . It  is a question of 
the bankers not doing it unless they see that the money will be 
used to restructure the economy . "  

" She has a very sensuous understanding o f  the situation ."  
one think-tanker was overheard mumbling. 

Agitated . repeatedly looking over at Ray Cline for ap
prova l .  Sterling proclaimed that m2 ssive austerity must be 
imposed on the Italian working class .  "Even now, at one 
minute to midnight. the Italian government leaders think of 
patching a spot of blood instead of total restructuring. The 
U . S .  is  to blame for not forcing a change of Italian govern
ment attitude. "  Groans of incredulity rose from the audi
ence .  "There is no way we can stop the Commun�st Party 
from entering the government political ly , "  Sterling empha
s i zed. 

"They Can't Deliver" 
Several corporate executives sitting at a table near Ster

l ing nervously began to sip their gJ�sses of water. Looking 
directl y  at them Sterling warned. "The Italian Communist 
Party has not allowed for changes for the Italian economy to 
rega in  the vigor of the 1 960' s .  It is not all their fault. In the hot 
autumn of 1 969 . when the workers demonstrated, the situa
t ion was deeper than France in May 1 968 .  The Communist 
Party is r iding the tail of the working c lass . They are not 
leading . "  

S h e  continued. "The wildcat strikes in 1 969 far exceeded 
the demands of the unions . It hit the putilic sector first and 



then turned into general strikes .  The government was in 
panic .  They would say to their negotiators , ' settle, settle for 
anything ! '  Labor got higher settlements than any econo
mists, including Communist economists , would agree was 
good for the economy. "  

All nervous mumbling stopped, as  Sterling ' s  animated 
warnings took their effect.  Watching Ray Cline nod in happy 
agreement, Sterling went into high gear and railed that 
drastic economic measures had to be taken . "The statute of 
workers came from 1 969 .  I t  allows for unlimited absen
teeism .  It has to be suspended until the restructuring of the 
economy takes place, until productivity is increased. Also the 
Communist Party refused to touch - even one week ago -
the Scala Mobile, the statute that increases salaries yearly 
according to a cost of living increase, despite the economy. It 
shows that the Communists ' ability to cooperate can be over
rated. 

" I  have met the Communist leaders extensively, and they 
are contemptuous of the Soviets . La Malfa , the head of the 
Republican Party, told me he would not find it charming to 
live under Soviet rule. (Communist Party Secretariat 
member) Paj etta said, 'Frankly I wouldn ' t  find it charming 
either. ' (Party foreign affairs chief) Segre and (Party 
General Secretary) Berlinguer would say the same. But they 
are under a situation that is not predictable. Berlinguer, who 
I believe is a genui�e gentleman, has been called Signor I I  
Duce b y  The Economist ( Britain ' s  leading financial maga
zine ) ,  and if be could manage it would make Italy as free as 
possible, but as he told one journalist. he can give no guaran
tees .  

l iThe dangers of the Com munists entering the government 
is that for them to share power , responsibility, to cope with 
the economic situation. they would have to muzzle the 
working class . They would have to use the whip. There would 
have to be a wage freeze . Absenteeis m ,  if not justified, would 
have to be punishable by jai l .  

"The Italian working class is the most militant working 
class in the world. They have the desire to truly destroy 
capitalism . which is not what the Communist leaders want . 
Can the Communists risk imposing bourgeois-conceived eco
nomic solutions, worker sacrifices ,  under the risk that when 
in the government - which is inevitable - they will have no 
interlocutor? The Communist Party has to have an interlocu
tor to hold back the working class,  to say to the workers 'we 
can only go so fat because the Christian Democrats will only 
let us do so. I 'm afraid its too late to recreate that in
terlocutor. "  

The audience was visibly shaken. Cline,  grinning , nodded 
for Sterling to continue . 

What Is To Be Done? 
"The new Christian Democratic Interior Minister has en

dorsed a law which the Communists and Socialists have been 
fighting for. to demilitarize the carabinieri and military 
forces , to al low for the unionization of the army. Who could 
blame the Italians in the forces for j oining the Communist 
Party? The safety net that I thought was there, the cara
binieri and military. is disappearing. And give them a year 
and it will disappear. " 

Claire Sterling's  om inous warnings had the desired effect. 
Jack Valenti ,  one of President Johnson' s  closest advisors . 
jumped up with the first question. declaring that he could 
listen to Sterling forever. "Are you suggesting that the 
leadership of the non-Communist parties are incapable of 
governing? " 
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" I ' m  sorry to say there is no evidence that they are aware 
of the s ituation, "  Sterling fired back. 

Tom Corcoran, a noted Washington lawyer, leaped to his 
feet to ask what was c learly the question on everyone's  mind : . 
"Are you saying that the Italian people are so undisciplined 
that there will have to be an Argentine solution for Italy? " 

Now that their point had hit home, Sterling and Colby 
replied by warning the' conference audience of the possible 
dangers of such a course.  "A civil war wouldn't work ."  Ster
ling said. "The Communists would get arms from Yugoslavia 
and the Soviets . "  

"The Communist leadership i s  frightened o f  its base and 
frightened to take power because of its base, because of repu
diation by its base ."  Colby responded. " The Christian Demo
crats have great problems ,  disc ipline. I believe that you are 
apt to see not Argentina, not a military coup a la Mussolini , 
not a left takeover, but an unpleasant struggle rejecting the 
right as adventurous and dealing with a Communist Party 
that has to yield some.  . 

" I t  is a totally unsatisfactory solution , "  Colby, drawing on 
his Chile experience, told his by now extremely agitated 
audience that the U . S  would have to wage a three-front war to 
destroy c o m m un i s t  m i l i tar i l y ,  econo m i c a l l y ,  and 
ideolog ica l ly .  The Atlant i c i s t  unity that  crushed 
mass working-class motion in the 1 940's has to be resur
rected, he solemnly stated. " The last time E urope was. in 
trouble. in the 1 940 's  and 1 950 ' s ,  it  was faced with a military 
threat and we took mil itary action and built NATO. The other 
threat was economic collapse and we met it with the Mar
shall Plan. We helped Europe recover from the postwar 
slum p .  At that time there was a third threat - subversive 
communist threat through the unions , cultural associations, 
peace conferences. That was met by a large number of Euro
peans uniting to do what they could through the Social Demo- . 
cracies,  their own trade unions,  and with some secret CIA 
assistance. We won the fight. "  

The Europeans? Congress?  
Wil l  the U .S .  have to  force E uropean action? demanded 

Nat Samuels , a former Undersecretary of State who is now 
with Wall Street 's  Dreyfus Corporation. Are the Europeans 
taking action as they did in Portugal or " i s  Europe in such 
danger that the U . S .  has to take drastic action to prop Europe 
up? Should the U . S .  take the initiative to say to E urope,  'we 
have to sit down and see what to do? ' Even if it is not mili
tary. but j ust in the economic and political sphere - can we 
do it? " 

Narrowing her eyes and deepening her voice, S terling re
plied, " Portugal and Italy are very different . (Portugal Com
munist leader) Cunhal is odious, grabbing, a Stalinist. The 
I talian com munists are incapable of such behavior. Many 
European Social Democratic leaders are very interested in 
the evolution of the Italian Communist Party. However the 
things that (West German Social Democratic Party Chief) 
Willy Brandt and (West German Foreign Minister and Free 
Democratic Party leader) Genscher say come out funny, as 
very strongly in favor of the Communists . Actually they are 
very opposed and ready for mutual action with other Euro
peans and the U .S .  It 's  an excellent moment for an Atlantic 
alliance rescue. As long as (French President) Giscard 's  
around. he and the British and the  Belgians could work out 
together how to do it. " 

. 

Peter Abbruzzese, staff director of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, walked dejectedly to the microphone 
to complain that Congress was in fact  incapable of dealing 
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with such serious international pol icy decisions . "You did 
suggest Congressional leadership , " he said. " But we only 
have e ight people on our staff. We can only do things like 
appoint ambassadors , or ratify treaties,  not much more . "  
Noting that Congress was likewise powerless to prevent 
strong U .S .  action in Europe, Abbruzzese said hopefully "On 
Italy,  in the past we had s imilar s ituations and we did little 
and good things came out. I ' m  not sure how much we should 
do and what we can do without going overboard . "  

Presidentia l aspirant Connally beamed broadly.  " You 
made a very salient point , "  he said, " you ' re right. Congress 
can't  make foreign p()l icy. " 

A question from a reporter summed up the sentiment of the 
afternoon session : "You described the economic restruc
turing that is  necessary and that the Communists would be 
needed to do this as they are so strong . But since they can't 
control their working-class base, won't the safety net you 
mentioned, the carabinieri and military, be necessary in the 
short run?" She was later congratulated by several George
town staffers for having "crystallized the problem ."  

The panelists avoided answering directly, and instead 
reiterated the need for drastic economic measures . " The 
restructuring necessary is tying productivity to labor costs. 
an incomes policy ,"  declared Sterl ing .  Colby attacked the 
pro-development, anti-Atlantist faction of the Italian 
Christian Democrats , based in  I ta ly ' s  large state-owned 
industrial sector, for refusing to allow Italian industry to 
be dismantled to ensure payment on debt. "The solution i s  
divestiture of the state economy,"  he said.  " But divestiture 
runs .nto problems from the Communists but also from the 
Christian Democrats . The Christian Democrats are the 
managers of the plants . "  

THE COCKTAILS AND DINNER 

At this point John Connally took the gavel from Ray Cline. 
Tapping it once he declared the conference adjourned to the 
bar wh ile dinner was,being prepared.  Most partic ipants beat 

'i a hasty exit. 
Wi lliam Colby , his pupils contracted to ice-pick points , 

greeted some of his " former" employees, now high-ranking 
executives and reporters. Colby .  who had served the CIA in  
Vietnam as  overseer o f  the genocidal " Operation Phoenix, "  
told a top Italian reporter, " I  remember the good work you 
did in Saigon ."  

While Colby was chatting offhandedly about the "bad, very 
bad" situation in Lebanon, the aged wife of one of the CIA's  
founding geniuses , Eleanor Dul les hobbled over. Turning 
ner good ear toward Colby, she began to j ustify the man who 
dominated CIA activities from the 1 940's through 
Eisenhower . "Allan told me ten t imes ,  20 t imes,  that the Bay 
of Pigs invasion would fai l ,  that people wouldn ' t  rise up , un
less we had a secure beachhead . He was right. It wasn ' t  his 
fault the invasion failed. "  Colby , embarrassed, assured her it 
wasn ' t .  "A l lan wou ld turn over in his grave at the idea that he 
didn't  know what the poss ib i l i t ies for that adventure were , "  
h e  said .  

In the Bar 
Liquor flowed freely at the bar and a senior vice-president 

of Exxon , a member of the board of directors ,  was anima
tedly discussing corporate scandal s  wi th a reporter .  "Every 
corporation is involved in th i s , "  he j abbered. "As a matter of 

fact one of the people who funneled Lockheed money into the 
Christ ian Democrats was a member of the Communist Par
ty .  I know personally that Moro wouldn't  take a nickel ; he is 
incorruPtable.  but the problem is these people can't govern. "  

He remarked that h e  himself w a s  just back from two weeks 
in Italy .  meeting the Communist Party leaders of Italy 's  nor
thern cit ies .  He chuckled that they were " all  right because 
they are technocrats , the bureaucrats. But if the Communists 
got into the government, the Soviets would snuff out these 
l eaders . "  His face pinched up and squeezing his thumb and 
m iddle finger together in i l lustration, he repeated, "The So
viets would just  snuff them out like thi s . "  

Italians are undisc iplined, h e  complained . "The real prob
lem.  though. is the Scala Mobi le . "  

Was a n  Argentina solution necessary for Italy? h e  was 
asked . Swirling his drink, he thought it  over. "Argentina is 
used to military coups, they have them regularly. But it is 
always bloodless , always bloodless. Italy is a different 
situation. "  At that moment an Amoco executive stumbled 
over and slapping the Exxon official on the back, loudly 
slurred out. "Want to buy some oil wells , eh? "  The Exxon 
offic ial  sauntered to the bar, while his  Amoco counterpart 
pulled a pretty young woman into the corner to discuss 
foreign affairs .  

In another corner a top government advisor. himself a 
recent defector from the Soviet Union, desperately tried to 
convince his drinking partner that his activities were moral
ly .j ustified. "The U . S .  should wage a peaceful  offensive to de
feat the Soviets . But we must be governed by principles.  Most 
young people now don ' t  have any. The U . S .  must have a cer
ta in moral i ty and fight for that or what good are we. " He 
becam e  incensed at the very idea that the CIA could have 
been behind the Chile coup . "How could the CIA be behind 
that ? "  he protested . "If  we don't fight for morals how are we 
different from anyone else? " By the t ime he had downed a 
bottle of wine his own morality was flowing freely. "We won't 
need a Chile solution for Italy because there's  no extreme left 
there, he slobbered. "But what's wrong with Chile anyway? "  . 

Dinner is Served 
The l ights d immed slowly on this scene, signaling that din

ner was ready .  A mem ber of Georgetown's  Center for Strate
gic Studies ,  a man who fled Eastern Europe with the help 
of the Nazis to avoid Soviet justice ,  complained about the 
" worker problem" as he walked into the dining room. 
" Sterling i s  marvelous,  she obvious ly knows the Italian situa
tion . "  he enthused. " The problem is  that workers have to 
understand they must accept sacrifices .  Britain has the same 
problem ,  but the Labor Party there can deal with it. The 
prob lem for Italy is that no one can. " 

Over a " thick steak and " such a nice dessert" he chatted ' 
with a reporter seated nearby about the problem with the 
U . S .  press .  "There is no good reporting here . You have to 
rely on the press for information about what is happening and 
you would never read anything like what Sterling just 
detai led. I ' ve beentrying to figure out the Washington Post's 
editorial policy .  You could actually sel l  Sterling 's  presen
tation to them as a complete story . "  

The reporter weighted the possibil ity, concluding "They 
probab ly  wouldn't  want to print such frank statements . "  

" I  see  what you mean , "  the Georgetown expert nodded in  
agreement. 



EVENING SESSION ; "HOW DO WE SELL THIS 
TO U.S.  WORKERS ? "  

When the strawberry mousse h a d  been cleared away, Con
nal ly  i ntroduced the last speaker. Clare Boothe Luee, widow 
of nuh l i sh i n £!  baron Henry Ll1ce ,  who as the right-wing pub

lisher of Time Magazine, was a maj or force in U.S. politics 
for decades. The overfed and s l ightly drunk audience rose to 
its feet for a standing ovation for America 's  favorite lady 
anti-communist. 

Luce minced no word s .  "The United States' East-West poli
cy which detente offic ia l ly  superseded was containment.  It 
was to prevent the ideological  and m il itary expansion of 
totalitarianism i nto the non-Com munist  or free world, by 
peaceful or cold war methods i f  possible,  by hot war if  
Communist aggression made i t  necessary.  Its success depen
ded on the will of the A m erican people and their leaders to 
pursue the policy with zeal and fidelity, and to make such 
sacrifices of blood or treasure as c ircum stances m ight re

q u i re .  
" The truth o f  the m atter i s  that o n c e  again there is  a 

vacuum in U . S .  foreign pol icy ,  wh ich,  if it is not soon f i l lerl by 
a pol icy addressed to International real it ies ,  wi l l  lead to the 
isolation of America on the Soviet instal lment plan. In fact 
there is now only one open q uestion in  I taly,  in  Europe, in  
Africa. in  Asia and in Lat in  America : Do the American peo· 
pie, or do they not, have the w i l l  to resist Soviet i m perial·  
i sm ? "  

" I  have a hunch that the Ital ian people are going to post
pone the h istoric compromise unti l  this answer is  given by 
the American people in November . "  

"Sterling pressed Luce 's  point home.  " Could w e  use sol id 
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A m (' ; - ; " an support for Italy,  short of mi i itary intervention, to 
turn around the fact that past aid never bui lt  a strong enough 
democracy to prevent a com munist takeover? " Nobody was 
e ll '"!' 

Colby declared that U . S .  policy toward italy had to be 
" friendship and all  that entai l s . "  A Treasury Department 
representative wanted to be very c lear on what . friend
ship m eant in  the depression.  "How do we show friendshi p , "  
he a s k e d ,  " by g i v i n g  loans or demanding that they p u t  their 
house i n order ? "  

With an i c y  sm ile Colby replied, " Like a neighbor who asks 
to horrow money : assistance is extended with ' reasonable'  
conditions . " 

It was ten o 'clock. The leaders 0 American government, 
m i l itary, intelligence, business, and press were tired. Only 
one question remained . "How are we going to get this down to 
the people in  this country ? "  someone asked . 

" I  remember Italy in 1 947 ,  it was trembling on the verge of 
going communist, " Luce blared. "The American-Italians.. 
p i tched in ,  they wrote to Italy,  they visited, saying to their 
Italian relatives,  ' stick w ith us . '  That had enormous effect .  
It ' s  t i m e  for a people-to-people campaign , "  she  exclaimed, 
her voice ris ing . .Tohn Connally picked up  the cue . "There are 
�� m i l l ion Am ericans of Italian ancestry and they can mobil
ize A m ericans . There are 50 m illion Cathol ics and they know 
tha t communists are against Cathol ics .  The Jews wil l  have to 
know that the front line of defense for Israel  is  Italy ."  

Luce gave the cry for ral lying U.S .  workers behind a 
bloody assault  on Ital ian workers . "An awareness that de
tente is  dead has become realized , "  she intoned .  " National
i s m  i s  st irri ng in the American peop l e . "  
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C h inese Faction Fig h t  E n ters N ew P hase ; 
Mass Strike , Econom ic Crisis Dooms Maoist Ru le 

On April 4 and 5, crowds of 250 ,000 and 1 00,000 demon
strators respectively broke all the rules of the inscrutable 
game of Chinese factional poHtics and brought their demands 
for an end to Maoist rule of the country out into the streets of 
Peking. The revolutionary strikes of last weekend revealed 
to all inside and outside China that Mao and his policies no 
longer command credibility or legitimacy within the coun
try. 

The emergency Politburo meeting called less than a day 
after the April 5 riot which dumped leading " moderate" . and 
Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-ping, and the hasti ly-organized 
pro-Maoist mass demonstrations in many cities that began 
Thursday, revealed that the terrified Maoist leadersip of the 
Chinese Communist Party did not fai l  to get the message. 
Conceding tremendous factitious advantage to their 
" moderate" opponents, the Maoists published in ful l detail 
both the size and the violence of Monday's anti-Maoist riot . 
They clearly hoped to terrify the entire party and army with 
the spectre of the revolutionary overthrow of the present 
regime.  They also announced to the vast majority of Chinese 
workers who hate Mao the depth of s imi lar sentiment among 
their fellow workers even in Peking. 

The aemonstrations, cal led to mourn for late Premier Chou 
En-lai, turned into an overwhelming support rally for Chou 
protege Teng Hsiao-ping and the economic policies of the 
Chou-Teng faction, both under fierce attack by Maoist fac
tional opponents for the past two months .  The content of the 
demonstrator' s  demands went far beyond the confines of the 
Byzantine backroom maneuvering of the two contesting 
factions . They implicitly called for an end to austerity, and 
explicitly demanded the dumping of most top Maoists -
demands the Teng faction neither desires to nor could fullfi l l .  
The demonstrations were channeled into support for the 
Teng faction on the basis of its program for the industrial
ization and modernization of the economy.  

Underlying both the demonstrations and the faction fight is 
not merely the widely reported debate over economic policy, 
but a severe economic crisis in China. The crisis, caused by 
stagnation in key heavy industrial sectors has been covered 
in only fragmentary fashion in the western press .  The two 
major factions are thus caught between the popular anti
austerity demands and a deteriorating economy from 1 8  
years o f  Maoist wrecking operations . 

Demonstrations Confirm Overwhelming 
Support for Moderate Faction 

The weekend demonstrations confirmed that the moderate 
faction not only enjoys majority support within the Chinese 
Com munist Party, the army and the government but in the 
general population as well. The dismissal of Teng Hsiao-ping 
from all his party and government posts is but a Pyrrhi c  
victory for the Maoists . They are  confronted with the 
question of what to do next in the face of the overwhelming 
repudiation of their policies by the Chinese masses. 

The April 6 Politburo meeting resolved nothing in the 
faction fight. In an apparent deal with the Maoists over the 

ouster of Teng "moderate" faction leader Li Hsien-nien, 
close associate of the late Chou has been allowed to reappear 
publicly for the first time since Jan. 3. Hua Kuo-feng, acting 
premier since Feb. 6 was appointed premier and first party 
vice-chairman replacing top Maoist Wang Hung-wen in that 
position and making him the direct succesor to Mao Tse
tung. Little is known about Hua 's  affil iations and policies but 
he is most likely in favor of most of the " moderate" faciton's  
prescriptions for economic development. 

The mil itary leadership is known to favor·the " moderate" 
faction. Even Sovietologist Victor Zorza has reported in a 
column that last summer, Teng explicitly courted the 
mi litary by promising greater economic al locations to 
defense based on implementing Chou's  program.  The 
program calls for modernization of four national sectors , one 
of which is the military. 

The Teng faction itself was shaken by the demonstrations . 
Hsinhua, the Chinese news service,  reported April 10 that one 
person was ki lled in a similar demonstration on April 5 in the 
industrial city of Chengchow, the capital of Honan province, 
380 m iles south of Peking. There were demonstrations in 
several other ci ties as well .  Railroad workers in the coastal 
c i ty of Nanking last week wrote demands for the ouster of 
Shanghai 's  Maoist leaders in the Politburo in chalk on the 
sides of rai lroad cars headed for Peking. Earlier reports of 
disturbances among the highly politicized railroad workers 
were given weight by an April 8 article in the Taiwan United 
Daily News, citing Taiwan government intelligence reports 
that rai lroad workers had sabotaged track and destroyed 
lOcomotives in anti-Maoist protests in 6 provinces. The paper 
also published unconfirmed reports of an attempted rebellion 
by the Fifth Air Force brigade against the purge of Teng 
supporters from their unit .  

The Peking Demonstrations 
The signs , poems and posters of the Peking demonstrators 

revealed a determination to fight sufficient to threaten the 
entire Maoist regime. One message deIcared "We swore to 
protect Chou and his successors and we will fight a bloody 
battle to the end . "  A message from a border guard unit an
nounced "we will fight against anyone who attempts to in
terfere with Chou 's  legacy of modernization . "  Many signs 
denounced "traitors" inside the Communist Party leader
ship who have tried to " mis lead the masses" and change the 
policies of Chou . One poster asked " Why is the Shanghai 
radical press attacking premier Chou? Who is behind it? " 
Such posters were direct attacks on three Shanghai Maoist 
leaders on the Politburo who are leading the current anti
Teng campaign. 

Mao' s wife Chiang Ching was also denounced as people 
chanted "Down with the Empress Dowager" and " Long Live 
Yang Kai-hui , " Mao's  first wife who was kil led in 1930 . Even 
Mao was attacked in one popular poem which sighed "The 
sun - Chou - has gone down and now unhappy clouds are 
ri s ing . "  Mao has been the official " sun" in China for 20 
years . A longer poem went so far as t6 say that the �ra of 
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Chin Hsi Huang is over, a thinly disguised attack on Mao's 
rule as being similar to that of the dictator Chin in 200 B.C.  
The Chin dynasty died with its  founder. 

Still other signs attacked the Maosit onslaught against the 
Constitution passed under Chou En-lai ' s  guidance in 
January, 1 975. "We have a right to the 8-grade wage system 
and other privileges under the Constitution, "  said many 
signs . One of those rights is  the workers ' right to strike, 
which would devastate the Maoists is used under present 
conditions . 

Economic Crisis 
At the Fourth National People's Congress ,  China 's  nominal 

legislative body, in January 1 975 , Chou engineered the 
passage, over Mao's objections of a 5, 1 0 ,  and 25-Year Plan 
for turning China into a modern industrial nation by the next 
century. Central to the plans is the importation of numerous 
large-scale steel , chemical and other heavy industrial plants 
which China lacks the technology and the capital resources 
to build. Only these imports can give China a chance to 
overcome the disastrous effects of labor-intensive Maoist 
agriculture policies and the serious neglect of the nation' s  
heavy industrial sector. since 1 958.  The only means of 
acquiring such inputs however, short of turning to the Soviet 
Union, however was to continue the very rapid expansion of 
petroleum production. Under the plans, China was to export 
bill ions of dollars of crude oil by the late 1 970s, and accept 
foreign credits for the purchase of industrial materials in the 
meantime. 

Thi
'
s year however, China 's  oil output has collapsed. The 

fi�st hint of problems in the industry was given in late 
February when China abruptly cut its February supplies to 
Japan 'from 450,000 tons to 250,000. In March, shipments 
were halved. Late last month, Japanese  sources,  confirmed 
by the CIA, reported that a huge explosion had rocked the 
Taching oil fields which supply 30 per cent of China ' s  oil and 
most of its exports. Last week, Japanese steel companies 
reported that China had cancelled talks for the purchase of 
an additional 2 million tons of steel in exchange for oi l .  

In an interview carried by the UPI and AP wire services 
two weeks ago which was completely blacked out of the 
western press, Chinese Vice-premier and Minister for State 
Capital Construction Ku Mu told a delegation of visiting 
.J apanese businessmen from Osaka that China would not be a 
major exporter of oil in the future . Heretofore , China had led 
all observers to believe that oil exports would rapidly rise. 
Ku Mu , however, explained that all  of China's oil production 
was needed domestica lly. In light of the industrial  slowdown. 
this must reflect a col lapse in supplies ,  rather than an in
crease in domestic demand. A Hsinua dispatch the same day 
reporting that over the last year 6 , 1 00 Taching oil field's 
party cadre had been transfered down to basic cell levels to 
"study revolution and promote production" suggests the 
explanation that they are being disciplined for production 
problems. 

Without oil  to sell  for foreign capital ,  China ' s  steel industry 
is in trouble. The London Daily Telegraph reported West 
German economists ' estimates that steel output at Anshan, 
the largest steel complex, fell from 6.0 mi llion tons in 1 974 to 
5.6 million tons in 1975 .  Without new steel plants , and large 
treatment plants to improve the quality of China' s  low-grade 
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iron ore and coal, China cannot greatly increase its steel 
output . Additionally major bottlenecks exist, in rail transport 
and oil output cannot s ignificantly increase without large off
shore rigs from the west and massive i mports of pipeline for 
its interior walls .  

Apparently because of the oil  shortfall ,  the Chinese 
leadership has already scrapped the targets of the 5 and 1 0-
Year Plans and revised them drastically downward, ac- , 
cording to Clare Hollingsworth, . the London Daily 
Telegraph 's  usually rel iable Peking correspondent. 
Hollingsworth reports that imports of foreign capital and 
technology will be tremendously curtailed. If  this decision 
holds, it will signal a major Maoist victory against the Chou
Teng faction, 

Western observers and diplomats , most of whom have now 
been reluctantly forced to recognize that Mao and his faction 
represent an unstable, unreliable and internally unpopular 
ally against the Soviet Union , have in recent days suddenly 
come out in clear support of the Teng faction. Editorials and 
commentaries have stressed the i mportance of Chou's  in
dustrialization program to insure China 's  military strength 
against the Soviets . 

Such observers have overlooked China's long-term 
economic crisis ,  and have ignored' and blacked out most of 
the evidence of the immediate cris is .  They thus fai l  to 
recognize that Chou's  program cannot be implemented. In 
practice. the Teng-Chou faction has no adequate answer to 
the Maoist labor-intensive austerity program at this point -
short of breaking with Maoism and orienting toward the 
Soviets . 

As Pravda, the offical Soviet Com munist Party paper said 
last week, " One thing is c lear : Teng is no enemy of Maoism ,  
but only wants t o  reach the same Maoist policy with a dif
ferent method . "  

The " moderate" faction may retain its hold o n  the com
manding positions within the army, government and much of 
the party, but they have no basis to effectively challenge 
Maoist revision of Chou' s  industrialization program. They 
therefore can ill afford to encourage more popular demon
strations in their behalf for fear of arousing demands that 
they can not satisfy . 

The Pro-Soviet Forces 
There exist actual pro-Soviet forces within the Chinese 
leadership. such people who have had to keep their identities 
secret for fear of instant purge by the Russo-phobic Maoists , 
They have been unable to function openly since Mao's  break 
with the Soviets in 1 960 - a move carried out with the com
plicity of Teng and Chou . The policy of the pro-Soviets -
China 's  rejoining the socialst camp - will become in
creasingly popular as the current crisis deepens .  The mass 
strike which came to the surface last weekend can not again ' 
be effectively suppressed again. 

As long as Maoism continues to exist, the underlying 
dynamic of all future political developments will be the in
teraction of the mass strike pressures , China' s  economic 
collapse and the playing our of the "palace debate" between 
the Maoists and the Chouists.  In this increasingly unstable 
environment of ferment and brutal suppression. both fac
tions will eventually be destroyed - clearing the way for a 
genuine socialist regime to finally come to power . 
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IPS Translation 

Excerpts from Spe'ec h by Former Gau l l is t  

M i n ister  of Ag ricu l tu re ,  Apri l ? ,  1 9 7 6  

The fol lowing are excerpts of a speech given by former 
French Minister of Agriculture and currently Socialist Party 
member Edgard Pisani, at the High Institute for Trade here 
April 7 .  The speech, which had been advertized among univ
ersity-educated layers and political circles,  was heard by a 
numberous audience, including representatives from the 
ruling Independent Republican and Gaullist (UDR) parties . 

Although not a "historical" Gaull ist ,  Edgard Pisani was 
Minister of Agriculture in the governments of Gaullist Prime 
Ministers MichelDebre and Georges Pompidou between 1 96 1  
and 1 967,  and became known and respected for h i s  strong 
adherence to the principles of land restructuration 
(remerilbrement) and mechanization of French farming. 
The implementation of these policies was one of the most 
positive accomplishments of General Charles De Gaulle's 
administration ( 1 958-1 969 ) "  

Edgard Pisani left the Gaullist movement o n  May 22, 1 968 
because of his fundamental agreement with many demands 
of the �everal mill ions of students and workers involved in 
the well-kn()wn general strike at that t ime .  After removing 
himself from the national political scene for a few years . 
Pisani joined the SocialistParty in 1 974. 

For 30 years . there has been no increase in per capita food 
consumption worldwide. The capacity of the advanced sector 
has gone over its own needs while the Third World is  starving 
- and still exporting ' food. As the Food and Agricultural 
Organization of the United Nations said in its report, we must 

, o:mltiply food production in the advanced sector to the 
maximum in order to feed the world ' s  population at a decent 
leve l .  Unfortunately, we are not sure of our capability to 
provide transport of this food to the Third World ,  so we must 
aim for self-sufficiency in food production in the Third World 
itself. ' 

To achieve self-sufficiency, the Third World must reach 
five per cent annual growth rates . There are few virgin lands 
left to exploit ,  but of course the Mekong R iver Delta and the 
Ganges R iver Basin could be brought into higher levels in 
exploitation . I1owever, this is  only about 10 to 12 per cent of 
the land under cultivation and is insuffic ient. Imports of 
industrial equipment and chem ical ferti l izer can help but the 
Third World cannot even pay for thi s .  

The 'Green Revolution' is  dying now since the developing 
countries cannot pay for the high ferti l izer imports needed.  
Oceans and non-conventional means of food are a difficult 
and expensive consideration for the Third World since the 
rich countries will  im mediately get a higher rise in  
productivity from such methods than the Third World. 

So I am saying that Third World agriculture must get 
absolute priority . We ' must feed these populations . These 
countries have been seduced by the nutritional m yth and they 

have failed to suffic iently stress agriculture . 
The USSR is an example of extraordinary waste . The 

Soviet Union is tied up in crazy agricultural reforms which 
have fai led. This i s  also true for the once-fertile 
Mesopotam ian-Iranian region. Algeria has the same 
prob lem.  Both Third World govern ments and ihe World Bank 
- and I heavily stigmatize the latter - are looking only for a 
return on their investment in ' industry rather than investing 
in agricultural development. The top priority is the education 
of cadre to i mprove agriculture �nd to spare the immense 
waste. This must be accompanied by a fundamental 
modification of m entality and the capacity to rapidly acquire 
new technologies . 

We must move into fundamental research on tJ;'opical 
agricu lture.  We have fully master�d temperate agriculture 
already and now we must use intermediate technologies for 
the development of the Third World . There are too 'many 
midwestern tractors sitting around going to waste. 

We must not diminish the number of people employed on 
the land in the deVeloping s,ectot. but rather increase it .  
There are too few jobs in the industria l  centers of the Third 
World anYwaY and so for a time - and I stress that this in not 
permanent - we should consider wheel bartow methods . . .  

Agricultural revolutions without concomitant' revolutions 
in social attitudes wi l l  not work. . . .  " 

The advanced sector must produce at , its maximum, 
otherwise w

'
orld economic equilibrium wil l  crack. There 

m ust be price stabi l i zation measures .  essentially suspending 
the law of the marketplace.  

(Mr ,  Pisani  launched an extended attack on the 1973-74 
speculative operations of Chicago-based U . S .  financiers . )  

We need a world agricultural policy . We are entering into a 
long period of (econoniic)  fluctuations of extraordinary 
depth.  

" 

We are also entering into a period of strategic domination 
by the U . S .  and Canada - (Canada by the way, is  more 
d i screet about it) . They plan to lise their enormous 
production (of food ) as a strategic weapon. I cite (President) 
Ford. (Sen. Hubert ) Humphrey and that genius-gangster 
(Secretary of State) Kissinger -: and I mean what I say 
about Kiss inger - anybody can challenge me on him. The 
U . S .  alone dom inates 50 per cent o! ( food) exp()rts in-
ternational iy .  

. ' 

While the Soviets gain i mportant strategic advantages 
otherwise .  they deal with the U . S .  for grain whereas China is 
self-sufficient. Either the Soviets are waving a wooden sword 
or else they are storing up food stocks to prepare for war, 

If the agricultural population of Ftance drops below a 
certain (economic)  level al l  hell wi l l  break loose. I am not 
saying that you have to make a gutter policy but there are 
certain things ordinary people are j ust pot going to stand for 



and you can't govern realistically if you don't  take that in�o 
account. 

(Mr. Pisani then expressed strong approval of the 
European Economic Community 's  (EEC)  report on state aid 
to agriculture and vigorously attacks new EEC proposals to 
allow African products onto the EEC markets. According to 
Pisani , this would wipe out F rench farmers profits on first 
season vegetables. He stressed that production should be 
aided so it could be sold at the lowest price possible s ince 
most buyers are barely solvent at present. Pisani em
phasized the dangerous collapse of E uropean agricultural 
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production and the el imination of southern Europe as a 
productive zone. )  

Not a single additional peasant should b e  forced to leave 
the land due to unemployment . Massive credits must be . 
ext�nded to the agricultural sector . . . .  

I n  response to a question posed b y  IPS following his 
presentation . Mr. Pisani agreed that moratoria on the ex
ternal debt of developing sector nations is absolutely 
essential to the i mplementation of the development projects 
he proposed. 
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Suppressed Evidence Agai nst Brand t  To 

Be Pub l is hed I n ternati onal ly 
WIESBADEN,  April 6 ( IPS)  - International Caucus of 
Labor Committees officials today announced that the sup
pressed, documented evidence against Social Democratic 

• Party chairman Willy Brandt will shortly be published in 
I English, French, Swedish, and Italian and c irculated in these 

languages in every country except the Federal Republic of 
Germany. 

The cover of the booklets will c arry the surcharge, 
" Banned in West Germany, " and the published material will 
include an introduction which compares the legal history of 
the documents ' suppression to the notorious Jorns case of the 
latc 1 920 ' s  and early 1 930 ' s .  That introduction will give 
readers in many countries an edifying insight into social
democrat Wi lly Brandt 's  notions of democratic practices . 

Meanwhile ,  in West Germany itself, officials of Cam
paigner Publications will soon process action against Brandt 
for Brandi ' s  October 9 ,  1 975 public s lander of the European 
Labor Com mittees as "Trotskyi st-fascists . "  That shouted 
epithet was made by Brandt in the presence of Swedish 
Prime Minister Olaf Palme and Austrian Prime Minister 
Bruno Kreisky before an audience at the Frankfurt Book 
Fair.  Under West German law, Brandt ' s  wild slanders in
validate his part of the action leading to the coordinated 
police seizure of the copies of the suppressed Brandt 
documents . 

This is expected to lead to the release of the suppressed 
materials ,  and will repre&ent a small additional tactical 
defeat for a Brandt who is now otherwise under heavy at
tack in both the West Berman press and within the SPD itself. 
itself. 

The'Palme Connection 
Olof Palme 's  involvement in the affair is most 

enlightening. Speaking from the same podium from which 
Brandt delivered his "Trotskyist-fascist" epithet, Palme 
denounced New Solidarity International Press Service, 
saying, " You don't answer their questions .  You organize 
other journal ists to kick them out . "  

The days following Palme's  prophetic words ,  IPS 
representatives were improperly expelled from the Bonn 
foreign journalists' association by a triumvirate including 
the mysterious Don Jordan and Austrian TV representative 
E m m erich . The day following this unprecedented and 
irregular peremptory expulsion. Brandt gave a dinner 
reception to the members of that same foreign j ournal ists' 
association. 

Otherwise,  Palme himself i s  directly responsible for the 
most massive campaign of l ibels and s landers against the 
Labor Committees yet to appear in print .  During the period 
from Oct. 1 3 ,  1 975 to Oct. 24 no less than 17 separate s landers . 
involving the wildest sort of falsifications .  appeared in 
leading Swedish newspapers . led by the Swedish soc ial
democratic daily Aftonbladet. 

There is now legal action against the daily Arbetet, a 
j ournal most c losely tied to Palme ' s  personal machine w ithin 

the social-democracy.  for outright cr iminal libels and other 
l ibe ls .  

The most  recent s landers by Palme ' s  Arbetet directly 
i nvolve a CIA-British intelligence interface. featuring the 
notorious George Lennox working in direct collaboration 
with an old CIA network including the notorious Michael 
V a l e .  The latter is the same network including the 
Rockefe l ler-backed Andrew Kopkind .  now of the Boston 
area. which spearheaded l ibelous slander and other 
operations against the Labor Com m ittees beginning late 
H17 3 .  

The Vale Link 
It was Vale. for example,  who recruited one Ron Tyson to 

his  network. Tyson was at that t ime a G I  miss ile repairman 
stationed ncar Giessen, West Germany. with no prior left 
pol i t ical  history. Shortly after being recruited into Michael 
Vale 's  operation. Tyson abruptly returned to New York City 
for the stated purpose of joining the Communist Party U .S .A .  
There. as a CPUSA youth leader , Tyson was involved in the 
CIA-l inked " Black Liberation Arm y . "  a " blind terrorist" 
operat ion.  

Vale .  for a long time stationed in Scandinavia, operates 
under the cover of doing principally Russian translations,  
with a heavy emphasis on exotic psychological works 
bearing upon brainwashing.  Vale ' s  introduction to 
psychological  specialties occurred following a c lose 
association with the Swedish-based Dr. Joachim Israel ,  a 
Tavistock-linked brainwashing specialist .  Vale ' s  funds came 
principally from CIA-linked and Rand Corporation-linked 
translating organizations and " servicemen 's  projects" 
funding conduits . Vale is also notorious for his use of soft 
" ego-str ipping" brainwashing techniques to control his 
agents and other victims  within the networks he maintained 
in on-again,  off-again collaboration with Kopkind and others 
of the Paris-centered networks of the late 1 960s.  

The agents which Vale and others have continued to use 
from the old network in current operations against the Labor 
Committees characteristically hate and fear Vale. For 
example,  the case of the Copenhagen-based Jorgen 
Dragsdahl ,  who has been until recently a chief conduit for 
C I A-generated anti-Labor Committee slanders into the 
Danish " Information" rag and some of the Swedish press .  
Dragsdahl hates and fears Vale, not  only  because of  
Dragsdahl ' s  fear of  Vale ' s  backers , but  because of  the in
tangihle  fear evoked as a result of Vale's homosexually
fla vored ego-stripping practices against his victims .  

The Loewenthal Angle 
The Vale operation is not only directly l inked to libel and 

s lander activities conduited through Palme ' s  c ircuits, but 
overlaps part of the network directed by leading agent 
R ichard Loewenthal .  

R ichard Loewenthal ' s  known political intelligence career 
heg ins  with a d irect assoc iation with the anti-socialist 
operations of the so-called occupying powers of Germany 



during the period vollowing the First World War.  
These operations, partly British, were also based in the 

U.S. National Civic Federation and the Civic Federation' s  
intelligence arm, the Russell Sage Foundation . The U .S .  
end of the operation was founded under the direction of 
Hamilton Fish Armstrong. and included such U .S .  followers 
of John Dewey as S idney Hook and such key German 
nationals as Karl Korsch . with important Dutch connections 
to many operations ,  inc luding the anarchist and quasi 
anarchist operations of the so-ca lled Amsterdam In
ternational. 

Loewenthal became notable in  such connections as the 
takeover and Anglo-American use of the " New Beginnings" 
group. and later, during the alst war. served as a top British 
agent for German intel ligence. 

During the 1 950s Lowenthal headed up the Socialistische 
Politik (SoPo) editorial board. a key conduit for Anglo
American intelligence operations under the im mediate 
direction of Eric Gerlach. and including such key agents as 
Peter von Oertzen. Ernest Mandel, Pierre Frank , and J urgen 
Seifert. · ·  

SoPo played a key role in the shaping of SDS in both West 
Germany and the USA and in  numerous operations conduited 
through the social-democracy and the NATO intel ligence
conirolled Trotskyist Fourth International organizations .  
This operation played a key,  direct role in introducing the 
influence of CIA operative Herbert Marcuse into West 
German SDS.  and Mandel and other friends of von Oertzen 
later played a crucial part in developing the principal Maoist 
organizations in West Germany. 
·· The same network intersects NATO intelligence and CIA 

control of key "White Com munist" factions and related 
penetrations of Eastern E uropean party and state 
organizations. Vale 's  activities directly intersect those parts 
of the Richard Loewenthal network otherwise linked with 
Ernest Mandel.  with Paul S weezy in the USA. and the NATO
created Trotskyist-Maoist " Liberation" group based in 
Paris .  and some dirty operations in Italy. This also intersects 
a NATO operation conduited through the Syrian Baath Party 
and NATO penetrations of the Palestine Liberation 
Organization . 

The Queer Case of Don Jordan 
The scandalous conduct of the Bonn foreign .iournalists '  

assoc iation in the case of IPS serves as an immediate key to 
the Brandt case. 

The Brandt case in West Germany began in Mexico City 
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and New York City during March 1 975 .  In New York City, 
under the auspices of the Atlanticists organization, former 
High Commissioner for Germany. John J. McCloy, Sr. , took 
public credit for launching Brandt ' s  post-war political career 
in Germany. In Mexico City, where Brandt travelled with an 
entourage of police offic ials and held certain meetings,  
Brandt 's  departure was immediately followed by the kid
napping of first two. then a third key Mexican Labor Com
m ittee persons by forces allied with the Atlanticist faction, 
a l l  in connect ion with an attem pted Atlant i c i s t  
destabi lization of the government of Mexican President Luis 
Echeverria.  During this period. a broad attack ensued on the 
soc ial-democracy for its muddling in Mexican politics . 

Brandt was directly, personally approached by Labor 
Com m ittee representatives in New York City offering him an 
opportunity to c lear himself of involvement in the operation 
threatening the l ives of our k idnapped members . 
H u m a n i ta r i a n  B r a n d t  o b s t r e p e r o u s l y  r e f u s e d  to  
acknowledge the matter. while UN Secretary General , 
Austrian Kurt Waldheim ,  accompanying Brandt, snarled 
vic ious slanders against the Labor Committees. 

After Brandt 's  refusal to exonerate himself in this urgent 
matter. the Labor Committee organization internationally 
included a factual exposure of Brandt' s role and background ' 
in an operation which resulted in the release of the kidnapped 
trio from the m ilitary camp where they were being tortured ' 

and held - a release significantly to be credited to the 
Mexican government. 

I m m ediately on his return to West Germany, Brandt 
launched a raging tirade against the Labor Committees 
before a large assembly of j ournalists , immediately 
thereafter. a curious prosecution against International Press 
Service was begun under the direction of the curious Don 
Jordan . 

Then. the peremptory execution of the expulsion from the 
foreign journalists' association was signalled publicly by 
Pal me in Frankfurt. Palme 's  role then and later coincided 
with actions taken in the USA at the direct instigation of 
Henry Kissinger in the Washington, D . C .  press corps .  

The Brandt case never was an internal affair of  the 
Federal Republic . but m erely one minor threat in a massive 
s lander and harassment campaign directed against the 
Labor Com m ittees by both the Rockefeller and Harriman 
factions of the AtIanticist intelligence establishment from the 
USA . The international circulation of the Brandt document is 
therefore seen as appropriate in that light. 
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Syrian Army I nvades Lebanon ;  
M ideast Explosion Threatened 

April 1 3  ( IPS) - A s  o f  1 A M  EST today. upwards o f  6000 Syr
ian troops have indiltraded Lebanon. stated Lebanese leftist 
leader Kamal Jumblatt . According to several press reports.  
the ten-day ceasefire in Lebanon between the left and the fas
cist christian Falange" has total ly broken down and fighting 
has broken out throughout the country. A Syrian Army col
umn is  reported to have clashed in heavy fighting with units 
of the Lebanese left in Bekaa valley in central Lebanon. 

According to Beruit sources. President Ford has stated 
that although the situation in the Middle East is serious. "no 
one side in the fighting is acting rashly . "  News sources in 
Western Europe and the U .S .  are reporting that the invasion 
was prearranged with approval from the United States 
government and that Israel received prior notification of the 
Syrian invastion . According to the same press sources . the 
intent of the invasion is to stop the flow of arms to Lebanese 
leftists. 

The Syrian invasion and the outbreak of fighting in Leba
non immediately raises the danger of an Israeli strike which 
could lead quickly to full-scale nuclear confrontation be
tween the U .S .  and the Soviet Union. The Israeli cabinet has 
been in permanent session since yesterday on the basis of 
earlier reports that at least 400 regular troops had crossed 
the Syrian-Lebanon frontier April 9. 

" Factions in U.S. 
The Syrian move April 9 was immediately denounced by 

the pro-Iraqi and Communist lebanese left .  Both U . S .  Secre
tary of State Henry Kissinger and leading Israeli warhawk 
Moshe Dayan. former Defense Minister. endorsed the April 9 
prel iminary Syrian invasion. Ignoring the risk of general 
war. Kissinger told a c losed meeting of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee that Syria was " keeping the lid on Leb
anon ."  according to ' the Washington Post. April 1 1 .  and 
acknowledged that 1 000 Syrian army forces had entered Leb
anon - despite previous "official" State Department warn
ings against an outside intervention. Dayan. in an interview 
with the daily Jerusalem Post. bluntly declared that Syria 
could invade Lebanon to crush the left as long as Israel ' s  
security was not threatened. 

At the same time. President Ford. the Wall Street faction 
of Averell Harriman and George Ball .  and the French Gaul
lists moved to defuse the Rockefeller-Rand Corporation scen
ario for war. Bernard Loth. a leader of the Gaullist youth sec
tion. said in a Paris interview that he strongly opposed a 
S yrian .invasion. and said he would arrive in Syria Apri l 1 2 .  
Twice this week. President Ford said flatly that he  would 
veto a proposed bill to ship an extra $550 mill ion in mostly 
mil itary aid to Israel - provoking squawks of protest from 
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzak Rabin. who said that Kissinger 
and Sen. Hubert Humphrey had proposed the full amount to 
Israel. Then two days after Kissinger aide Joseph Sisco re
fused to rule out direct U .S .  intervention into Lebanon. Ford 
stated unequivocally that under no circumstances would 
American forces be sent to the Middle East. 

The Harriman-Ball forces have stated their will ingness to 
permit a victory of the Lebanese left in Lebanon . opting for a 
policy of containment. The Harriman forces hope that peace 

in Lebanon will provide the basis for a lasting settlement for 
the Mideast. aided by forced concessions from Israel . 

However. the Rockefeller-Kissinger forces have de
termined to crush the revolutionary Lebanon left at all costs 
- even nuclear war. The invasion of Syrian troops yesterday 
is a direct attempt to pre-empt any negotiated settlement. 
Rockefeller forces have unleashed a " Brown operation" in 
the Mideast. named for L. D . Brown the special Administra
tion envoy now coordinating the Syrian-Israeli joint com
mand against the Lebanese left. 

The strategy of the Rockfeller faction is  as follows. Hoth 
the Syrian and Israeli armed forces and the U .S .  Sixth Fleet 
have deployed in direct coordination to c ut off the Lebanese 
left from all contact with the outside world . a process of 
strangulation aimed at preventing arms from Iraw. Libya. 
and eastern Europe from reaching the left. The Syrian navy 
has blockaded all three ports in Lebanon controlled by the 
left. while the Israeli navy this week shelled Saida. a major 
port city in southern Lebanon. Israeli gunners fired artillery 
at selected targets in the Lebanese border. 

Meanwhi le. massive shipments of arms. including 30 tanks 
and heavy artillery. flowed into the rightist-controlled port of 
Junieh. north of Beirut. to rearm the CIA-backed Falangists . 

Part of the CIA strategy for Lebanon is to hold out the 
promise of meeting the demands of the left for revolutionary 
changes in the constitution. The surviving members of the 
impotent Parliament met outside Beirut today under tight 
security to take the initial steps to oust F lanagist ally. Presi
dent Suleiman Frangieh. While Frangieh ' s  ouster - still -not 
assured - has been a chief leftist demand. the left is also 
demanding structural reforms to el iminate the sectarian 
religious character of Lebanon. This the U .S .  and Syria are 
unwilling to grant - but are using the time to prepare for 
another round of fighting.  

Across Lebanon. numerous c lashes between an estimated 
7000 paramilitary Syrian commandos . sent into Lebanon to 
back the collapsing rightist forces. and the Lebanese left 
were reported. Palestinian sources charged that the rightists 
and Syrian troops fought with Popular Front (PFLP) 
commandos and Lebanese leftists in  eastern Lebanon. and 
Iraqi radio reported that the Syrian army attempted to oc
cupy Lebanon's second largest city. Tripoli .  which is also 
leftist controlled. 

Both U .S .  Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and Dayan 
have endorsed the Syrian invasion. Ignoring the risk of 
general war, Kissinger told a c losed meeting of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee that Syria was "keeping the lid 
on Lebanon. "  according to today' s  Washington Post, and 
acknowledged that 1000 Syrian army forces had entered 
Lebanon - despite previous "offic ial" State Department 
warnings against any outside intervention.  Dayan, in an 
interview with the daily Jerusalem Post, said bluntly that 
Syria could invade Lebanon to crush the left as long as 
Israel ' s  security was not threatened. 

A Syrian invasion is no easy matter, however. Increasing 
opposition to Assad 's  policing of Lebanon threatens to 
C ltalyze a left-wing mil itary coup in  Syria by pro-Iraqi 



force!'= ; hundreds of arrests and anti-Assad demonstrations in 
Syrir. and Lebanon have been reported in recent weeks . 
Yesterday, according to the Washington Post, the Syrian 
r.". : l itary command issued an ultimatum to Assad, fearing a 
revolt by junior officers if the present instability in Lebanon 
continues : either invade, said the reported demand, or pull 
out immediately. 

Iraq has setpped up its campaign to topple the Syrian re
gime, and Kamal Jumblatt, leader of the Lebanese left, 

.. � 
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openly appealed to anti-Assad factions in the Syrian military 
to force a change in Syrian policy toward Lebanon. 

It is this weakness of the Assad regime in Syria that 
threatens to throw the Middle East crisi:i into an un
controllable series of escalations .  Should the Assad govern
ment fall to pro-socialist forces , NATO would consider 
launching an Arab-Israeli war, using the tightly controlled 
Israeli military to destroy what could develop into a pro
Soviet axis of Beirut, Damascus, and Baghdad. 
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Jackson Campaign Caug ht 

In  Corrupt Election Practice . 

U. S .  Labor Party officials today proceeded with the 
processing of formal complaints against corrupt election 
practices by the campaign organization of Democratic Party 
presidential aspirant Senator Henry " Scoop" Jackson (D
Wash) . Jackson ' s  organization has been caught in the act  of  
circulating the lie that the Labor Party i s  backed by "foreign 
financing , " and supporters of Jackson ' s  campaign have been 
caught in acts of hooliganism against the Labor Party cam
paign. 

The Labor Party is  not charging that Jackson 's  organi
zation originated the lie being used. a version of the wild 
charge that the Labor Com mittees are a " top arm,of the So
viet KGB , "  .J ackson' s  organization i s  charged s imply with 
knowingly using such a falsehood for corrupt purposes in an 
election campaign, , 

Background to the Slander 
The charge that the Labor Committees are "a top arm of 

the KGB" originates with the exact same sources around the 
CIA and Rand Corporation which are s imultaneously con
tinuing to spread the falsehood that the Labor Comm ittees 
are a " top arm of the CIA . "  Both fa lsehoods are being c ir
culated in the highest levels of government, political parties 
and diplomatic c ircles among most nations of the world. 

For example. the "CIA" slander has been heavily cir
culated throughout the Arab government circles,  while the 
" KGB" s lander is circulated by the same sources into the 
U .S .  Congress ,  the West German Parliament, and is  being 
massively pumped into the top Gaull ist  c ircles in France at 
this moment. 'Altogether, this campaign represents one of 
the largest and most expensive " black propaganda" cam-

paigns in history. using top strata of the U.S . ,  NATO and In
terpol intelligence and security organizations as a leading 
integral part of the operation. . 

I ronically ,  USA and NATO intell igence conduits within the 
Soviet Union and other Eastern European countries are also 
being openly deployed by U . S .  intell igence agencies directing 
this s lander campaign. This includes Soviet circles around 
the trade-union publication Trud, as wel l  as the American 
Studies Institute of Amendola-co-thinker Georgii  Arbatov 
and a Soviet institute special izing in economic studies .  Mean
while.  certain leading Soviet party circles are second only. to 
New York banking circles in attempting to sabotage the 
Labor Committees '  work on the International Development 
Bank, 

One arm of this campaign is the so-called " Fifth Estate
Counter-Spy" network , a group d i rectly and openly l inked to 
the C I A .  This group around CIA attorney Mitchell Rogovin 
and Marc us Raskin of the Insti tute for Policy Studies directly 
feeds into the Democratic Party side of the Atlanticist poli
t ical  intel l iegence establishment. and special izes in pushing 
"soft" forms of counterinsurgency and devising packaged 
modernized im itations of the " left" fasc ism of Gregor Stras
ser and Mussolini . as opposed to the " hard" or right-wing 
varieties of repression and Hitler-type fascism pushed by the 
so-called right-wing factions of the CIA and related agencies . 

.Jackson ' s  organization has the misfortune of being caught 
red-handed in such plumbers ' operations ,  and wil l  therefore 
be publ ic ly cal led to account as a part of forcing a public ex
posure of the absolute lack of elementary morality among 
the Labor Party' s  principal election-campaign opponents .  

Demand Immediate Congressional In vestigation! 

' Co u n ter Spy ' Exposed · 

As Nat iona l  Sec u rity Cou nci l 

Covert Arm 
New Sol idarity International Press Service 
P . O .  Box 1 9 7 2  G P O  N e w  Y o r k , NY 1 00 0 1  

N ew York ( 2 1 2 )  5 6 3 - 8 6 2 2 , 8600 

W a s h i n gton D . C .  ( 20 2 )  6 5 6 - 6 7 28 $5 . 00 
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Con trad ictory C I A  Slanders Agai nst the USLP 

April 10 (IPS)  - Reports coming in to U . S .  Labor Party of
fices across the country confirm that the formerl-y covert 
operations used by the CIA to counter Labor Party influence 
have outlived their usefulness.  The standard slanders 
against the USLP and the Labor Committees retailed by 
covert operatives have now reached such a saturation point 
that their effect is incredible confusion . 

Here is a representative sample of the current lines on the 
Labor Party : 

* An aide to Jackson supporter Bayard Rustin at the A. 
Philip Randolph Institute : "I heard a rumor that they got 
their money from East Germany."  

*Harry Rositske, advisor to the CIA : "The KGB wouldn't 
have anything to do with such a wild radical group like that."  

*Charlotte. N .C .  Textile Workers Union newspaper, April 
6: The Labor Party is "Moscovite vultures and buzzards. "  

* Ernie Martin o f  the Jackson campaign headquarters i n  
Seattle : "The Labor Party i s  not only offending moderates, 
but nther left groups like the Black Panther Party." 

* Kevin Lynch, CIA agent at Will iam Buckley's  National 
Review magazine : "The NCLC was set up secretly to get 
youth because the Communist Party USA and the Soviet 
Union have an old fogey image. The Labor Party is a front for 
the CPUSA." 

.
, * Ruth Thomas, editor of the CPUSA paper, the Daily 

World : "We have an article showing they heve right wingers ' 
as members. They are connected to the Nazis . . .  They also 
get money from Chase . . .  Even if they were our front . . .  
they are really very small and only in New York. " 

* Syracuse. N.Y.  United Steel Workers of America 
presidentPescarelio leading a picket line : "The Labor Party 
is non-America�: Keep the election clean. " 

* A Jackson campaign worker in Seattle : "The Labor 
Party is in a split with the Maoists and the John Birch 
Society."  

* A Milwaukee Communist Party honcho with his  wires 
crossed : "The Labor Party is KGB."  

NSC Terrorists Send Death 

Threat to USLP Candidate 

SEATTLE, April 1 1  ( IPS)  - Terrorists linked to the National 
Security Council Counter Spy network within two days 
retracted the death threat sent Arpil 7 to U . S .  Labor Party 
senatorial candidate Will Wertz here. 

The retraction letter came after the Labor Party in
tensified a statewide campaign to expose the police

' 

terrorists .  USLP organizers distributed a detailed grid of the 
electoral harassment coordinated against the USLP by the 
National lawyers , Security Council  network to 1 60 trade 
unionists and industrialists . Four local radio stations had 
broadcast taped statements on the death threat, and the 
Seattle Post Intelligencer p lanned an investigation. In ad
dition 5 ,000 leaflets on the terror network were distributed at 
the University of Washington campus , recruiting ground for 
the local terrorists . 

The retraction letter was signed b y  one Rev. Herbert 
Will iams of the "New World Movement " .  It described the 
death threat as a " joke to prove that the Labor Party is really 
paranoid ."  The next issue of New Solidarity will have full 
coverage of the NSC terror network in Seattle. 
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LODF Legal Offe.nsive 'Closes in  on Levi , FBI  

o u t  of a j o b  for good . A p r i l  1 0  ( I P S )  - D u r i n g  t h e  next  two w e e k s .  a l l  of t h e  U . S .  Labor Party ' s  maj o r  
cases agai n st t h e  F B I  po l ic e-state appara t u s  w i l l  b e  m ov i n g  forward . T h i s  i s  o u r  
h eavy a rt i l l e r y :  w i t h  i t  we have Atto r n e y  G e n e ra l  Ed ward Levi . F B I  D i rector  
C l a r e n c e  K e l l e y  and the ir  gestapo agents c o r n e red . T h e  ev i d e n c e  obta i n e d  
t h r o u g h  p re-tr ia l  d i scovery i n  t h e s e  c a s e s  c a n  p u t  L e v i  and h i s  co-c o n s p i rators 

Th e  l e g a l  cases are a l l  in p l a c e  and m o v i n g  - now we need the m o n e y  and 
l a w y e r s  to m a x i m ize o u r  l e g a l  f i re p o w e r .  H e re i s  t h e  s c h ed u l e  for t h e  n e x t  t w o  
weeks . 

Case 
Detroit FBI (Ghand h i  v. Pol ice Department  and F BI ) .  

T h e  U S L P ' s  most adva n c ed l egal case . we l l  o n  t h e  way to 
n a i l i n g  K e l l e y  and the F B I  for i l l eg a l  C o i n te l p ro acts and i n 
t e rfe rence i n  e l ec t i o n s .  

FBI-Freedom o f  Information Act ( La R o u c h e  v .  K e l l e y )  
Nat iona l  s u i t  aga i n st K e l l e y  a n d  L e v i  d e m and i n g  

d i s c l os u re o f  f i l e s  o n  N C LC a n d  U S L P .  a n d  a n  i n j u nct ion  
p ro h i b i t i n g  C o i n t e l pro act i v i t i e s  aga i n s t  U S L P .  

Read i ng ( NCLC v .  City o f  Read i n g ,  F B I ,  a n d  ATF ) .  
S u i t  aga i n st Lev i .  K e l l e y .  t h e  Trea s u ry Departm e n t ' s  

A l c o h o l . Tobacc o  a n d  F i rearm s d i v i s i o n  ( AT h  a n d  l ocal  p o l i c e  
f o r  c o n s p i racy aga i n st t il e  U S L P  a f t e r  t h e  Labor  P a r t y  ex posed 
the F BI-ATF terror ism network . 

New Jersey FBI ( U S L P  v. Banks ) .  
S u i t  aga i n st F B I  c o n s p i racy t o  d i s r u p t  t h e  Labor Party 

e l ectoral  campai g n  and agai nst FBI i n fo r m a n t  A n t h o n y  Banks 
w h o  sto l e  te lephone l i sts and e lect ion p et i t i o n s  f ro m  U S L P .  

N ew York State Police ( La R o u c h e  v .  R o c k e fe l l e r ) .  
S u i t  agai n s t  N e l so n  Rockefe l l e r .  N . Y .  state po l i c e .  and 

N . Y .  c i ty po l i c e  for i l l eg a l  s u rve i l l a n c e  and col l ec t i o n  and u s e  
of  p o l i c e  f i l e s  f o r  h a rass m e n t .  

N ew Jersey State Pol ice ( NCLC v .  B re n n a n ) .  
S u i t  aga inst  N e w  J e rsey state p o l i c e  a n d  E l izabeth c i t y  

p o l i c e  c h a rg i n g  c o n s p i racy to harass U S L P  o rg an i z i n g .  

UAW ( U AW v .  N C LC ) .  
U A W  i s  s u i n g  N C L C  for $30 m i l l i o n .  U S L P  c o u n tersu i t  h i ts 

U AW-F B I  i n- p l a n t  kapo n etwo r k .  

U S L P  Activity 
M o t i o n  to compel  FBI to test i fy .  
Mot ion to c o m p e l  po l i c e  to p rod u c e  f i les  o n  U S L P .  
D e p o s i t i o n s  of po l ic e  a n d  of  U S L P  p l a i n t i ffs . 

M ove for i nj u n c t i o n  agai nst  F B I .  
A p p ea l  of  Gove r n m e n t  Accou n t i n g  Off i c e ' s  d e n i a l  of 

req u est for doc u m e nts a l l eg i n g  that the N C LC i s  a 
" s u bvers i v e "  g ro u p .  

S u b m i t  i n terrogator ies  t o  K e l l e y  a n d  Lev i . 

Beg i n  p re-tr ia l  d i scovery wi th  i n t e rrogator ies  and 
m ot i o n s  to p rod u c e  po l ice f i l e s .  

A n s w e r  F B I ' s  m o t i o n  to d i s m i ss c a s e  b y  p rov i n g  federa l  
c o n s p i racy .  

Apr i l  1 2 : Heari ng on FBI ' s  motion to d i s m i s s  the USLP 
case . 

B eg i n  p re-tr ia l  d i scovery of evi d e n c e .  

M ove f o r  d e fa u l t  j ud g m e n t  agai nst  Rockefe l l e r  and other  
defendants who fa i l e d  to answer b y  J a n . 1 d e ad l i n e .  

F i l e  a m e n d ed com p l a i n t  s h ow i n g  p l a n  a n d  p rac t i c e  of 
pol i c e  c o n s p i ra c y .  

Beg i n  p re-tr ia l  d iscovery by m ov i n g  to g e t  pol i c e  to 
p rod u c e  t h e i r  f i l e s .  

G a t h e r  e v i d e n c e  from U A W  m e m b e r s ,  i n  preparat i o n  t o  
beg i n  d i scovery i n  earl y M a y .  

Cost 

$2,500 i m m ed iately 

( $ 1 . 000 i n  May ) 

$1 , 500 immediately 

$500 b y  A p r i l  1 2-30 
($2 , 000 in M a y )  

$1 . 000 over A p r i l  a n d  May 

$500 
$2 , 000 in M a y )  

($1 , 000 i n  M a y )  
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